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REPORT.

The Executive Committee of the American Anti-Slavery Society

present, in the following pages, such considerations of the aspect of

public affairs relating to the Anti-Slavery Cause as seems to them

necessary to continue the current history which the Keport„ of this and

the Massachusetts Society have, for many years, provided, together with

a brief statement of the operations of this Society for the pa: j year.

Kanzas.

The absorbing political topic of the past year has been the settle-

ment of Kanzas. Thirty-six years ago, the question whether Slavery

should ever be tolerated in that Territory occupied the attention of

Congress and the country through two sessions. Kanzas was then a

wilderness, into which no white man, except, perhaps, some migratory

hunter, had ever ponetrated, and only known as a portion of that terri-

tory lying north of 36° 30'. But the North was so far in earnest, at

that day, in its opposition to the extension of Slavery that it compelled

the acquiesence of the South in its prohibition for ever in all that

region. True, it revised the good mercantile rule which no Yankee

trader is likely to forget in bis private traffickings, and paid a good

round price, on the spot, for a prospectve and contingent good. Eleven

years ago, by the admission of Texas, she made again the same hard

bargain,— bought, on the same terms, a second promise that the first

should be kept. Five years later this promissory obligation was again

made a legal tender, and New Mexico and Utah were made Territories

without a prohibition of Slavery, on condition that the agreement should

be observed, which had been already twice solemnly ratified, and roy-

ally paid for. That the party which had granted the repeated renewal
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of this compact, whenever that suited its purpose, should break it alto-

gether when that suited it better, is not to be wondered at. Indeed it

is rather surprising that the Slaveholders, finding how ready the North

was to accept the old promise, in relation to 36° 30', in full considera-

tion for any new Slave territory anywhere else that the South asked

for, did not keep to that Compromise for all such future exigencies.

As they have chosen, however, finally to repudiate it altogether, the

North is disposed now to make Kanzas, which she supposed was secured

to Freedom by an unalterable guaranty in 1820, a Free State.

Nor is it strange that the South, having gained so much by the con-

stant renewal of a Compromise which she never meant to keep, should

struggle desperately for all that she promised herself from ber final act

of treachery. We will not venture a prophecy as to the result of this

contention for the occupancy of Kanzas. The North is certainly more

aroused than she has ever been before by this latest act of aggression

on the part of the Slave Power. The number of emigrants from the

Free States who have poured into the- new Territory for the last two

years has been very large. The organized associations to aid this emi-

gration are active and efficient. They do not pretend to inquire into

the principles of those who, through their agency, are assisted to settle

in the new region, but trust, it must be confessed, with a very implicit

faith, that all who go from a Free State must be in favor of freedom.

* This emigration is warmly encouraged by the public at large, and be-

side liberal contributions in money from all parts of the country, arms

are put into the hands of the emigrants to defend their homes against

the incursions of the border ruffians of Missouri. Tho first object is to

make Kanzas a Free State by free votes ; the second, to assert, by

force of arms, if necessary, the right of free voting. Tho South, on the

other hand, is quite as active, and much in the same way. She also

has her Emigrant Aid Societies, sends forward her sons with a most

unswerving, and unquestionably well-founded faith in their Pro-

Slavery proclivities, and also believes in Sharp's rifles. If in these

respects she has done less than the North, it is partly because she has

a smaller and less enterprising population, and smaller means to draw

upon ; and partly because she relies upon other measures, which have,

up to this t;me, been quite effectual. She also is determined, if possi- .

ble, to gain her end by voting, as les3 open to cavil, and more easily

defended, however wide the latitude may be with which that privilege

may be exercised. Nor will all ber resources have failed when that

one is exhausted.
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Up to this time she has been entirely successful. The Northern

settlers of Kanzas ere probably, at least, three-fourth.T of her whole

population. It was easy to ascertain this numerical superiority, and

quite as easy to guard against the inconvenience that would arise from

its exhibition at the ballot-box. The possibility of such a contingency

indeed was guarded against before it occurred. Before the passage of

the Kanzas-Nebraska Act, associations were formed in the border coun-

ties of Missouri, for the purpose of making Kanzas a Slave State. On
the 30th of March, 1855, an election was held for a Legislative Assem-

bly. By the census previously taken by order of Governor IIeeder, it

was ascertained that there were about three thousand legal voters in the

Territory. On the day of the election, from three to four thousand of

the " Border Ruffians" of Missouri, acting under the direction of General

Atchison, late President of the United States Senate, and a vagabond

by the name of Stringfellow, invaded the Territory, installed their

own fudges of elections, where that seemed desirable, filled the ballot-

boxes with their votes, and, of course, made their own choice of delegates.

Where no objections were made to the returns, the ordinary certificates

were granted, the Governor's regard for the formalities of law being

too great to permit him to dispute this coup d' etat which set all law

at defiance. In some cases, however, Actions and protests were

made to the returns, and in these eases new elections were ordered.

This second election was carried, in some places, by a new invasion.

A Governor's certificate, however, or the want of it, was a small matter

in an Assembly so chosen. Its first act was to rid itself of all obnox-

ious members, and to put in their seats men not liable to suspicion.

This was the auspicious beginning of the government of the new

Territory which was to inaugurate the happy era of " Squatter Sov-

ereignty," in preference to the Compromise which forbad the extension

of Slavery North of 86° 30'. And it flourished accordingly. The

assembly met at Pawnee, but soon passed an act removing the tem-

porary scat of Government to Shawnee Mission, that it might be nearer

its constituency of the border counties of Missouri. The Governor,

from the time of its removal, refused to recognize it, but it cared as

little for his recognition as for his certificates. It continued in session

for two months, created offices, and filled them, and passed a variety

of acts for the government of the Territory. To do away with any

troublesome questions that might arise in future, as to the legality of

Missourians controlling the elections of Kanaas, it decreed that an

inhabitant of the Territory, who had paid a poll-tax of one dollar,
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should be a qualified electcr— a qualification which required no resi-

dence ;
—

- and lest this privilege should be taken advantage' of by

others than those from Slave States, it provided that the person offer-

ing to vote might be required to take an oath to support the Fugitive

Slave Acts of 1793 or 1850, and on his refusal his vote to be rejected.

Among its other acts was the following piece of atrocious legislation,

which deserves to go on record to show how Slavery is to be made

secure, if Kanzas shall become a Slave State, over an area of one

hundred and fourteen thousand square miles :
—

An Act to punish,offences against Slave property.

Section L .Be it enacted by the Governor and Legislative Assem-

bly of the Territory of Kanzas, That every person, bond or free, who
shall be convicted of actually raising a rebellion or insurrection of

slaves, free negroes, or mulattoes, in this Territory, shall suffer death.

Sec. 2. Every free person who shall aid or assist in any rebellion

or insurrection of slaves, free negroes, or mulattoes, or shall furnish

arms, or do any overt act in furtherance of such rebellion or insurrec-

tion, shall suffer death.

Sec. 3. If any free person shall, by speaking, writing, or printing,

advise, persuade, or induce any slaves to rebel, conspire against, or

murder any citizen of the Territory^ or shall bring into, print, write,

publish, or circulate, or cause to be brought into, printed, written, pub-

lished, or circulated, or shall knowingly aid or assist in the bringing

into, printing, writing, publishing, or circulsting in this Territory any

book, paper, magazine, pamphlet, or circular, for the purpose of exciting

insurrection, rebellion, revolt, or conspiracy, on the part of the slaves,

free negroes, or mulattoes, against the citizens of the Territory, or any

part of them, such person shall be guilty of felony and gaffer death.

Sec. 4. If any person shall entice, decoy, or cany away out of this

Territory, any slave belonging to another, with the inteuc to deprive

the owner thereof of the services of such slave, or With intent to effect

or procure the freedom of such slave; he shall be adjudged guilty of

grand larceny, and on conviction thereof shall suffer death, or bo im-

prisoned at hard labor for not less than ten years.

Sec. 5. If any person aid or assist in enticing, decoying, or per-

suading, or carrying away, or sending out of this Territory, any slave

belonging «.o another, with intent to procure or effect the freedom of

such slave, or with intent to deprive the owner thereof of the services

of such sla\e, he shall be adjudged guilty of grand larceny, and on

conviction thereof shall suffer death, or be imprisoned at hard labor for

not les3 than ten years.

Sec. 6. If any person shall entice, decoy, or carry away out of any
State or other Territory of the United States any slave belonging to

another, with intent to procure or effect the freedom of such slave, or

to deprive the owner thereof of the services of such slave, and shall

bring such slave into this Territory, he shall be adjudged guilty of
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grand larceny, in the same manner as if such sbve had been enticed,

decoyed, or carried away out of this Territory ; and in such case the

larceny may be charged to have been committed in any County of this

Territory, into or through which such slave shall have been brought

by such person ; and on conviction thereof, the person offending shall

suffer death, or be imprisoned at hard labor for not less than ten years.

Sec. 7. If any person shall entice, persuade, or induce any slave to

escape from the service of his master or owner in this Territory, or shall

aid or assist any slave in escaping from the service ^f his master or

ownr or shall assist, harbor, or conceal any slave who may have

escaped from the service of his master or owner, he shall be deemed
guilty of felony, and pun'shed by imprisonment at hard ?abor for a

term of noi less than five years.

Sec. 8. If any person in this Territory shall aid or assist, harbor or

conceal any slave who has escaped from the service of his master or

owner in another State or Territory, such person shall be punished in

like manner as if such slave had escaped from the service of his master

or owner in this Territory.

Sec. 9. If any person shall resist any officer while attempting to

arrest any slave that may have escaped from the service of his roaster

or owner, or shall rescue such slave when in the custody of any officer

or ether person, or shall entice, persuade, aid, or assist such slave to

escape from the custody of any officer or other person who may have

such slave in custody, whether such slave may have escaped from the

service of his master or owner in this Territory or in_any other State

or Territory, the person so offending shall be guilty of felony, and pun-

ished by imprisonment at hard labor for a term of not less than two

years.

Sec. 10. If any Marshal, Sheriff, or Constable, or the Deputy of

any such officer, shall, when required by any person, refuse to aid or

assist in the arrest and capture of any slave that may have escaped

from the service of his waster or owner, whether such slave shall ba-\ e

escaped from his master or owner in this Territory, or any State or

other Territory, such officer shall be fined in a sum of not less than one
hundred, or more than five hundred dollars.

Sec. 11. If any person print, write, introduce into, publish, or circu-

late, or cause to be brought into, printed, written, published, or circula-

ted, or shall knowingly aid or assist in bringing into, printing, publish-

;

ing, or circulating within this Territory, any book, paper, pamphlet.:

magazine, handbill, or circular, containing any statements, arguments,

opinion, sentiment, doctrine, advice, or inuendo, calculated to produce

c disorderly, dangerous, or rebellious disaffection among the slaves in

this Territory, or to induce such slaves to escape from the service of

their masters, or to resist their authority, he shall be guilty of felony,

and be punished by imprisonment at hard labor for a term of not less

thau five years.

Sec. 12. If any free person, by speaking or writing, assert or main-
tain that persons have not the right to hold slaves in this Territory, or

shall introduce into this Territory, print, publish, write, circulate, or
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cause to be introduced into this Territory, written, printed, published,

or circulated in this Territory, any book, paper, magazine, pamphlet, or

circular, containing any denial of the right of persona to hold, slaves

in this Territory, such persou shall be deemed guilty of felony, and
punished by imprisonment at hard labor for a term of not less than

two years.

Sec. 13. No person who is conscientiously opposed to holding slaves,

or who does not admit the right to hold slaves in this Territory, shall

sit as a juvor on the trial of any prosecution for any violation of any of

the sections of this act.

This act to take effect and be in force from and after the 15th day
of September, A. D. 1855.

J. H. STRINGFELLOW, Speaker of the Bouse.

Attest, J. M. Lyle, Clerk.

THOMAS JOHNSON, President of the Council

Attest, J. A. Halderman, Clerk.

The Free States' party of Kanzas are contending against fearful

odds, in a struggle with men so thoroughly unscrupulous in the usur-

pation of governmental functions, and whose ordinary method of

accomplishing that purpose is one of violence. The condition of the

Territory, for the past year, has been the anomalous one of a ^State

with the forms of a civilized community in the hands of a mob of

brutal, ignorant, semi-barbarous ruffians. To throw a printing-press

into the river, or to lynch any one who may come under the suspicion

of a zeal for free institutions, are mere ppjiiraes ; murder and robbery

are ordinary business. Atchison, Strtkgi'ellow, and their followers,

are supposed to be, not a nomadic tribe, but a people possessing, in

some degree, the arts of civilized life, with homes, and wives, and

children ;
yet a few hours' notice will call together a horde of these

wretches for a raid upon any peaceful village of Northern settlers in

Kanzas. Thus the town of Lawrence was besieged, the past winter,

for some time, because some obnoxious person had taken refuge there.

Steamboats, containing or supposed to contain arms, on freight, have

been searched and robbed. And the elections, subsequent to that of

the Territorial Assembly, have, in the same way, been carried by in-

timidation and violence.

!By such means it is hoped to make Kanzas a Slave State, and they

meet with the full approval, not only of the South, but of the Federal

Government. The President has warned, by Proclamation, all persons

against combining in opposition to the organized government of the

Territory, and Colonel Sumner, in command of a frontier fort, is

ordered to hold, his troops in readiness to aid the Governor of the Terri-
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tory to compel obedience to the laws, a specimen of which we have

already given, and enacted, as we have showa, not by the people

themselves, but by armed invaders from another State. From Atchi-

son, Stringfellow, and President Peirce, however, the people of

Kanzas have appealed to Congress. Delegates mot at Topeka, in

October last, and formed a Constitution, which was subsequently rati-

fied by the people. Under this they are now asking admission to the

Union as a Free State. The violence and disorders to which they

have been subjected, have also come before Congress on a claim by

ex-Governor Reeder to the seat as Delegate to that body, held by

Whitfield. Reeder was ejected from the Governorship by President

Peirce as au obstacle in the way of the Pro-Sla\ery party, and his

place supplied by Wilson Shannon, of Ohio, who has proved a most

pliant tool in the hands of the " Border Ruffians." But he was sub-

sequently chosen as Delegate to Congress by the people, notwithstand-

ing Whitfiele had already been chosen by an election under the

spurious Leglslsfcure, and received his certificate from Shannon. A
Committee from the House of Representatives has been sent from

Washington to Kanzas to inquire into the facts of both elections. It

is hardly to be expected, however, that so important a result and so

signal a defeat of the Slave Power, as the admission of Kanzas as a

Free State, is to bo reached by a simple yea and nay vote of the Na-

tional Legislature. The prestige of power, the ^ride, and the interest

of the South were never more seriously involved than in their success

in a measure which was conceived in treachery and dishonor, and has

been nurtured by violence, bloodshed, snd fraud. A first time is

to come when she is to be defeated, and when neither cunning nor

compromise .vill avail her longer. But he is a bolft man who ventures

to predict that that time has come already.

It would be gratifying to bear witness to a clean record on the part

of the Free States' men of Kanzas, and to know that among them is

nothing of that spirit of oppression from which they have suffered so

much, and with which they are having so desperate a struggle. But

even if they succeed, Kanzas is to be a free State only for white men.

However much they may command the sympathy of all lovers of liberty,

this fact is not to be lost sight of. Even before the passage of the

Kanzas-Nebraska bill, Slaves were held hi Kanzas Territory, and since

that time their number has increased. By the Bill of Rights adapted

with the new Constitution, it is declared that " Slavery shall not exist

in the State," but it is also provided that this prohibition shaU,.not

2
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take effect till the 4th of July, 1857, thus rendering it inoperative for

those persons who are now held there in Slavery, by giving time for

their removal should she become a Free State. It was also proposed

in the Constitutional Convention that free negroes be prohibited from

ever entering the State. It was decided, however, not to embody this

prohibition in the Constitution itself, but to submit it as a separate

proposition to the people, their acceptance of it to be considered as an

instruction to the first Legislature. The vote was in tho affirmative,

the people thus denying to others tho rights which they demand "or

themselves.

The Political Parties.

It is hardly necessary to reiterate here that our relation to the poli-

tics of the country is in no wise changed by any of the events of the

past year. On the contrary, even could we lay aside our conscientious

scruples against the oath to a Pro-Slavery Constitution, which is virtu-

ally made by every voter, the wisdom of our position, that no political

party, acting under that Constitution, can work out the problem of

Northern Freedom and Southern Emancipation, is justified by every

new organization that springs into existence. While, however, we

patiently bide our time, and hopefully work for the Dissolution of the

Union, we nevertheless recognize the changes in parties as important

elements in the progress of ^he cause, and as unerring indications of

popular feeling and opinion. The aspect which these present at this

moment is encouraging.

The Feast proclaimed by some Abbott of Unreason at the dismem-

berment of the two old parties which had so long divided the country,

is well nigh ended. In that interval of relaxation between the break-

ing-up of the old organizations and the forming of new, the emanci-

pated multitude have celebrated a Saturnalia of Politics, and all were

admitted to the orgies who assumed the name of Know-Nothing. For

a season the game was entered into with a seal, and, sometimes by

designing people, sometimes by those who were only weak, with a

seriousness not always given to it when held as a positive duty. But

the play is nearly played out with the nomination of Millard Fill-

more for tho Presidency, as its crowning joke,— a man who is not

everywhere despised, because in some sections he is so thoroughly

dotested. There are now really but two parties in the country— the

Democratic, made up of the almost undivided South, and the Pro-
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Slavery dregs of the old Northern Democratic and Whig parties ; and

the Republican, which unites the bettor parts of both.

The Republicans are so far Anti-Slavery that they resent the repeal

of the Missouri. Compromise and oppose the introduction of Slavery

into new Territory. It is emphatically a Northern party, extending

here and there only by some straggling outposts, over the slave boun-

dary. An Anti-Slavery party, even in this limited sense, is necessarily

sectional ; its opponent is, as necessarily, not only Pro-Slavery, but

also national. The Democratic party is therefore Southern, but it has

also great strength, perhaps the greatest, at the North, for Northern and

Southern are not, unfortunately, interehangable terms with Anti-Slavery

and Pro-Slavery. Still it is an encouraging fact that parties have

become so far sectional that one of them is almost exclusively Northern,

and, therefore, to a degree, Anti-Slavery. So we can only regard

this as another step in the right direction. In the progress of events

which must tend to the solution of the question of Slavery by Disunion,

there must be a constant dissolution and re-formation of political par-

ties in which the sectional line will be more and more strongly marked,

the forces, on either side, becoming more concentrated, and more

determined, and more inspirited by a single purpose, as the Anti-

Slavery idea becomes distinctly developed and firmly fixed in the

Northern mind. The old Whig and Free Soil parties so far as they

were, or pretended to bo, Anti-Slavery, acted in obedience to this ne-

cessity. They have gone to their place, and the progress of events has

pushed the men that gave them their measure of Anti-Slave- y, and

many others with them, into an advanced position as Republicans.

This new party counts, in its ranks, a multitude of sincere oppo-

nents of Slavery, and its determination to arrest the progress of the

Slave-Power, by rendering futile the repeal of the Missouri Compro-

mise, and adding Kanzas to the cordon of Free States, is worthy of

success. But that it will succeed in its immediate purpose of exclud-

ing Slavery from that Territory we have very little hope ; and even if

it should, that success will be but a temporary check to the aggres-

sions of the Slave-Power. It is true that its accession to power- in the

lower house of Congress was inaugurated by an exhibition of spirit

and independence hitherto unexampled in any political party profess-

ing, in any degree, Anti-Slavery principles. In the struggle for the

Speakership, its members maintained their ground, for nearly two

months, against the united forces of Slaveholders and their Northern

allies, the Democrats and Know-Nothings, and achieved, at length, a
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signal triumph in the election of Mr. Bank3, of Massachusetts. This

success was the more gratifying, and the more surprising, as there

exists indubitable evidence, which was, of course, produced with due

solemnity, that Mr. Banks had, on one occasion, spoken of the Union,

in a light-minded and reckless spirit— a crime hitherto as unpardon-

able as it has been unheard of anywhere except among Garrison-

Abolitionists. But the promise given by this manly persistency on

the part of the Republican Congressional delegation, has not yet been

fulfilled by their subsequent course. It may be urged that no oppor-

tunity has been afforded them ; with much more force it may bo

answered that they have made none. Even the victory in the struggle

for the Speakership was dimmed by yielding to their opponents the

minor offices of the House. As Kanzas is the speciality of the party,

the country had a right to expect that some positive steps would, long

ere this, have been taken to protect the people of that Territory from

the outrages to which they have been subjected, and to ensure its

admission to the Union as a Free State ; and especially was there

reason to expect such vigorous and determined action, as tho Republi-

can party claims that it adopts the wisest policy in confining itself to

this single object, and in not permitting its attention and its strength

to be distracted to the attainment of ends difficult, or 'impossible, to a

party acting within the limits of the Federal Constitution, or on tho

propriety and expediency of which 'there is a far greater disparity of

opinion than on the question merely of the extension of Slavery. One

thing only, however, has yet been done. The seat filled by Whit-

field as Delegate from the Territory, and who, it is notorious, was

chosen by the "Border Ruffians," is claimed by ex-Govemor Rreder,

who, it is equally well known, was chosen by the actual settlers of

Kanzas. The question of which is the rightful representative, is in-

volved in the complicated affairs,- and is a part of tho history of the

series of outrages of which Kanzas, for the last two years, has been the

theatre. Authority to send for persons and papers was, at first, con-

tended for ; but a proposition to sew3
, a Committee to Kanzas to make

the examination there was accepted instead. Whether this Compro-

mise on a small scale shall share the fate of its larger precedents

remains to be seen. But our faith and hope in the Republican move-

ment is not strengthened by tho fact that such should be the only

result of six months Congressional labor, that the first step on behalf

of Kanzas should be so faltering an one, that it should have yielded

even a hair's-breadth in favor of their opponents. In itself, probably,
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it is of little moment whether persons and papers are sent for from the

Territory, or a Committee be sent thither ; but we have seventy years of

history in which to read the lesson that the spirit of concession to the

Slave-rower, whether in great things or in small, is the spirit of defeat.

But let the Republican party do what it may, we cannot too often,

nor too earnestly admonish Abolitionists that, even if it performs all

that it promises, it is not the work which they have proposed to do, hat

only an incidental service demanded by the exigency of the moment,

and one which, if done at all, must be done quickly by that over-

whelming majority of the people who do not sympathize with, even if

they understand, the radical character, the stern , necessity, and the

deep import of the Anti-Slavery movement. However earnest and

sincere the Republicans may be, and however important the end they

have in view, they act and must act, as politicians, under the Constitu-

tion, and within the limits which it prescribes ; and when their end is

gained, they will still leave the system of Slavery, with &A its constitu-

tional guaranties, unimpaired and unquestioned. They cannot, as a

party, even propose the emancipation of a single Slave in any of the

Southern States, nor rid themselves, if they should seek to do so, of the

responsibility which belongs to the nation for the continuance of the

system. It is not merely that their duty will be, should they ever

attain to the possession of the Federal Government, to perform, in cer-

tain emergencies, certain positive acts for the support, and in defence

of Slavery ; that the President of their choice must preserve domestic

tranquillity by promptly suppressing any attempt of the Slaves to

achieve their own freedom by force of arms, provided such an attempt

is so far successful that the masters alone are unable to control it ; that

officers of their choosing, or appointed with their consent, must capture,

if they can, and return to bondage every man or woman who has bad

the spirit or the intelligence to escape from it ; that the Government,

in their hands, must ensure the due performance of this Constitutional

duty, the Congress of their creation voting directly the requisite means

;

but that they consent to administer a government in conjunction with

men in its national council who are there, not as the representatives of

the people, but of an oligarchy founded solely upon an assumed right

of property in human beings ; and that a fundamental principle of that

government is that it exists only on condition that it shall assent, with-

out interference and without question, to the enslavement of one-sixth

of the people by only one-sixtieth of the whole number. But ono

character can inhere in a government so viciously constituted as this,
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in which the balance of power is thub put into the hands of a small,,

compact, and intelligent body of men, with whom politics is the chief

interest of life, and political success the goal of all ambition ; whose

existence, as a recognized part of the state, depends upon their loyalty

to their own order, the security of that order being the condition of its

supremacy. To this subtle despotism, the more dangerous because

clothed wi fh the form of a republic, we believe it impossible that there

ever will be, as there never has been, any sustained and persistent oppo-

sition while a union with it exists. An agricultural and commercial

people, absorbed in industrial pursuits, and with whom politics are

only an occasional duty, cannot maintain a contest with Slaveholders in

their constant, uniform, uncompromising, and unscrupulous efforts to

strengthen the system to which they owe all that they are, and all that

they have, to extend its dominion, to vitiate every principle that threatens

its safety, and to undermine every institution which presents any obsta-

cle to its continuance and extension. The spirit of resistance and the

love of independence in the North may, in some special case of South-

ern outrage and aggression, be so fa? aroused that there may be a suc-

cessful assertion of Northern rights. Some achievement of this sorb

may yet be related of the Republican party. But, we cannot, and we
ought not to forget that it is only now defending a single outpost

against a foe possessing a wide dominion, fortified in numberless strong-

holds, learned in the art of war, cunning in strategy, wealthy in re-

sources, lavish of rewards, terrible in punishments, not only of treach-

erous friends, but of uncomplying enemies, and which; if ever conquered,

must first be defeated in a thousand battles.

To turn from the politics of the country to its religion, we find there

hardly so encouraging a prospect. The Church itself, as such, has

made uo perceptible advance within the last twelve months, however

strong the indications are that its individual members, not as churchmen

but as citizens, are more alive to their duty upon the subject of Slavery^

Utow far the religious conscience of the country is aroused is best shown

by a review of the present position of certain Evangelical associations,

representing, in a degree, the whole Evangelical Church. First, of

The American Board.

At the meeting of the American Board in Brooklyn, in 1845, the

Rev. Dr. Bacon, of New Haven, very emphatically characterized as
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a nonsense " the assumption that Slavery should be dealt with as a sin.

The Board, in its report of that year, is no less positive in its opinion,

though, perhaps a little more scrupulous in its choice of terms. Ten

years have not enlightened it. It stands now precisely where it did then.

Were the position of this great religious body, at different periods, to

be taken as the measure of the growth of public sentiment on the ques-

tion of Slavery, wo should be forced to the conclusion that there is no

change. The true measure, however, so far as the Board is concerned,

is net what it does but the efforts it puts forth, from time to time, to

escape doing anything. It will treat Slavery as other acknowledged

sins are treated by Evangelical Christians, when it is compelled to do

so by the outside pressure of public opinion, and not before. In the

meantime the necessity of a constant resistance to that outside pressure

is the best evidence of its increasing force, at the same time that it

exposes the corrupt character of the Board.

The Prudential Committee of the Board resolved, in March, 1855,

that Mr. Wood, one of the Secretaries, should go to the Choctaw Na-

tion with a view " to a fraternal conference with the brethren in that

field, in respect to the difficulties and embarrassments which have grown

out of the action of the Choctaw Council in the matter of the boarding

schools, and also in respect to any other question which may seem to

require his attention,"

"Embarrassments and difficulties," then, it seems, still existed, not-

withstanding the action of the Board at its previous annual meeting,

and the endorsement, by resolution, of the "Treat Letter." The

apprehension, no doubt, was entertained, that discussion and complaint

would still have to be met. How, indeed, could it be otherwise * .inn

Mr. Treat's own comment upon his famous Letter was that he did

not undertake, on the purt of the Board, " to persuade missionaries to

exclude Slaveholders from the communion," nor " to treat them with

threats that if they persisted in their course, the Board would cut them

off" ? The question of the admission of Slaveholding converts to the

Church— the only one of any importance— was clearly as far from

being settled as in 1845. How should it be met when it again came

up for discussion, as inevitably it must, at the ensuing Annual Meeting ?

We are not in the secrets of the Prudential Committee, and do not,

therefore, positively know what end they expected to gain through

Mr. Wood's mission and his report thereon. But we do know that

the report served for one year's action of the Board, and postponed, for

another indefinite period, the consideration of a question involved in
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hopeless embarrassment to men who have neither the disposition nor

the courage to meet it in a straight-forward, candid, and Christian

spirit.

Some of the missionaries, whom Mr. Wood was deputed to visit,

would seem to be very impracticable and inconsiderate persons, with

very positive notions upon the subject of Slavery, and not easily per-

suaded to make any sacrifice of their own convenience in a Slavehold-

ing community in consideration of the delicate position of the Board,

with Anti-Slavery on one side to molest it, and Pro-Slavery on the

other to make it afraid. To this state of things the " any other ques-

tion " of the Resolution, no doubt, related, though the ostensible pur-

pose of the visit was a conference on the subject of the schools. For

the Board had avowed its approbation of the decision of the Prudential

Committee, in which they concurred with the missionaries, in a deter-

mination not to conduct the boarding schools of the Choctaw Nation

in accordance with the Act of 1853, of the Choctaw Council. That

Act forbad the teaching of a Slave, or the child of a Slave, to read or

write, and provided for the removal of any persun connected with the

schools, who was known to be an Abolitionist, or who attempted to dis-

seminate, directly or indirectly, Abolition doctrines. If the Act were

enforced, therefore, the schools, by the determination both of the mis-

sionaries and the Board, were to be given up. Jf it were not enforced,

then thoie was an end of the matter.

Mr. Wood, however, fulfilled his mission, and at the Annual Meeting

of the Board, at Utica, in September last, made his report. On the

subject of the schools, it appears, a correspondence had been going on

for more than two years before his visit, between the missionaries and

the Prudential Committee, in the course of which the latter had ad-

dressed a letter to the Choctaw Council, romonstrating against the

obnoxious,law. • This letter the missionaries, for reasons of expediency,

titf the sufficiency of which they assumed to be the sole judge, chose not

to deliver. It also appears that the schools are and have been going

on as usual ; that no attempi; has been made by the Council to put the

School Act of 1853 in force ; that the Trustees and General Superin-

tendent under it, have never entered into the required bonds, nor

assumed, in any way, the duties of their office that, in short, the law

is a dead letter, and likely to remain so. It appears, moreover, accord-

ing to Mr. Wood, that " the teaching of Slaves in these schools has

never been practised or contemplated," and that " the law was aimed

at such teaching in their families and Sabbath schools.'* It is difficult
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to believe that it was necessary to send a special deputation, on a jour-

ney of some thousands of miles, to the Choctaw Nation, to ascertain

such facts as these, and that the Prudential Committee did not know

that this law, which so absorbed the attention directed to the Board's

Pro-Slavery position, which led to so much warm discussion at the pre-

vious Annual Meeting, was, in reality, a statute which had never been,

and was never likeiy to be, "enforced, and the first formalities of which

even had never been .executed. The whole course of the Committee

and the Board, as we see it now in the light of these new facts, seems

to have been merely an attempt to distract attention from actual short-

comings by a show of over-zeal in a direction where none whatever was

required. It was not difficult to direct, or permit a great deal of indig-

nation against a law so oppressive and outrageous, and it was perfectly

safe to allow of a full expression of that indignation, as the law never

bad been, and was never likely to be, enforced. Perhaps it may have

occurred to the Committee that here was provided a convenient safety-

valve for all the Anti-Slavery enthusiasm of members, and that the far

more difficult question of the admission of Slaveholders to the Mission

Churches would thereby, for the present, bo overlooked.

To enter into some understanding with the missionaries was un-

doubtedly the real object of the deputation. " It was," Mr. Wood
says, iC

she second subject of conference," and he gives it a second

place in his report, " but," it was, he adds, " the one first considered."

He found " certain misapprehensions " on the part of a portion of the

missionaries as to the " origin and circumstances of tho action at the

Board," at Hartford, which he " was happy to correct," but the char-

acter of which he does not state. There were " several of the mem-

bers," he found, who had always approved the principles of the Com-

mittee, as given in their correspondence. Here, doubtless, he refers to

the Treat Letter. There were "others "—how many is not stated—
who, it is evident, did not approve of those principles, though the fact

of their disagreement is conveyed by Mr. Wood in a disingenuous cir-

cumlocution intended to conceal their real opinions, as he says, they

" expressed their agreement with these views," but it was only "as

they were freely explained in personal intercourse, with an exhibition

of his intended meaning of his own written language by the Secretary

who was the organ of the Committee in communicating them." Here

the reference evidently is to the second letter of Mr. Treat, which we

have already quoted, and in which he expresses his surprise that any one

should suppose him "capable of such conduct" as to "endeavor to

3
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persuade missionaries to exclude Slaveholders from the Communion,"

or to threaten that "the Board would cut them off" if they "per-

sisted in their course." But there was still a third class, and these

" supposed themselves to differ, in some degree, from these principles

when. correctly apprehended." These uncertain members were in the

minority. The majority was conveniently made up of those who ap-

proved of the principles of the Committee— the doctrire of the Treat

Letter without the glcss ; and of those who approved of them only

when they were enlightened by "personal intercourse" with Mr.

Wood, and the " exhibition of Secretary Treat's intended meaning,"

which, of course, differed with his apparent meaning, to which they

could not agree. A full comparison of views, however, resulted in a

statement of principles, which, after careful discussion, was unani-

mously adopted. It is as follows :
—

1. Slavery, as a system, and in its o>-,n proper nature, is what it is

described to be, in the General Assembly's Act of 1818, and the

Report of the American Board adopted at Brooklyn in 1845.

2. Privation of Liberty in holding slaves is, therefore, not to be

ranked with things indifferent, but with those which, if not made right

?jy special justificatory circumstances and the intention of the doer, are

morally wrong.

3. Those are to be admitted to the communion of the church, of whom
the missionary and (in Presbyterian churches) his session have satis-

factory evidence that they are in fellowship with Christ.

4. The evidence, in one view of it, of fellowship with Christ, is a

manifested de3ire and aim to be conformed, in all things, to the spivit

and requirements of the word of God.

5. Such desire and aim are to bo looked for in reference to slavery,

slavehoiding, and dealing with slaves, ay in regard, to other matters

;

not less, not more.

6. The missionary must, under a solemn sense of responsibility to

Christ, act on his own judgment of that evidence when obtained, and

on the manner of obtaining it. "He is' at liberty to pursue that course

which he may deem most discreet in eliciting views and feelings as to

slavery, as with respect to other things, right views and feelings con-

cerning which he seeks as evidence of Christian character.

7. The missionary is responsible, not for correct views and action on

the pirfe of his session and church members, but only for an honest and

proper ondeavor to secure correctness of views and action under the

same obligations and limitations on this subject as on others. Re is to

go only to the extent of his rights and responsibilities as a minister of

Christ.

8. The missionary, in the exercise of a wise discretion as to time,

place, manner, and amount of instruction, is decidedly to discountenance

indulgence in known sin and the neglect of known duty, and so to
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instruct his hearers that they may understand all Christian duty. With
that wisdom which is profitable to direct, he is to exhibit the legitimate

bearhg of the gospel upon every mornl evil, in order to its removal in

the most desirable way ; and upon slavery, as upon other moral evils.

As a missionary he has nothing to do with political questions and
agitations. He is to deal alone, and, as a Christian instructor and
pastor, with what is morally wrong, that the people of God may
separate themselves therefrom, and a right standard of moral action be
held up before the world.

9. While, as in war, there can be no shedding of blocd without sin

somewhere attached, and yet the individual soldier may not be guilty of

it
;

so, while slavery is always sinful, we cannot esteem every one who
is legally a slaveholder a wrong-doer for sustaining the legal relation.

When it is made unavoidable by the Jaws of the State, the obligations

of guardianship, or the demands of humanity, it is not to be deemed an
offence against the rule of. Christian right. Yet missionaries are

carefully to guard, and in the proper way to warn others to guard,

against unduly extending ihis plea of necessity or the good of the

slave, against making it a cover for the lire and practice of slavery, or

a- pretence for not using efforts that are lawful and practicable to

extinguish this evil.

10. Missionaries are to enjoin upon all masters and servants obe-

dience to the directions specially addressed to them in the Holy Scrip-

tures, and to explain and illustrate the "precepts containing them.

11. In the exercise of discipline in the churchas, under the same
obligations and limitations as in regard to other^ acts of wrong-doing,

and which are recognized in the action of mil 'sters with reference to

other matters in ovangelical churches where slavery dees not exist,

missionaries are to set their faces against all overt acts iii relation to

this subject, which are manifestly unchristian and sinful ; such as the

treatment of slaves with inhumanity and oppression; keeping from

them the knowledge of God's holy wi)l
;
disregarding the sanctity of

the marriage relation
;
trifling with the affections of parents, and setting

at naught the claims of children on their natural protectors; and
regarding and treating human beings as articles of merchandise.

12. For various reasons, we agree in the inexpediency of our
employing slave labor in other cases than those of manifest necessity

;

it being understood that the objection of the Prudential Committee to

the employment of such labor is to that extent only.

13. Agreeing thus in essential principles, missionaries associated in

the same field should exercise charity towards each other, and have
confidence in one another, in respect to differences which, from diversity

of judgment, temperament, or other individual peculiarities, and from
difference of circumstances in which they are placed, may arise among
them in the practical carrying out of these principles ; and we think

that this should be done by others towards us as a missionary body.

Resolved, That we agree in the foregoing as an expression of our
views concerning our relations and duties as missionaries in regard to

the subject treated of ; and are happy to believe that, having this
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agreement with what we now understand to be the views of the

Prudential Committee, we may have their confidence, as they have

ours, in the eoatiuued prosecution together of the great work to which,

the great Head of the church has called us among this people.

To this statement of the Choctaw Mission tho Cherokee Mission, a

few days later, gave its approval, by a resolution of concurrence.

Mr. "Wood's report was referred, at XJtica, to a Special Committee,

consisting of Dr. Beman, Dr. Thomas De Witt, Dr. Hawks, Chief

Justice Williams, Doct. L. A. Smith, Dr. J. A. Stearns, and Hon.

Linus Child. The report made by these gentlemen was i dopted by

thfj Board. They state " their unanimous conviction that this visit [of

Mr. Wood| will mark an auspicious era in the history of these mis-

sions." They believe that " the great end which has been aimed at by

the Prudential Committee in their correspondence with these missions,

for Beveral years past, and by the Board in their resolutions adopted at

the last Annual Meeting, has been substantially accomplished." And
they are unanimously of the opinion that the Prudential Committee

and the missionaries "
tmay go forward, on the basis adopted, in perfect

harmony in the prosecution of their future work." But, nevertheless,

thure is this reservation,— " that the Committee cannot take it upon

themselves to predict what new developments calling for new action

hereafter may take place,"— certainly a remarkable admission to be

made by these reverend and learned representative men of the Ameri-

can Evangelical Church, that the duty of /the Board of Missions in

relation to Slavery is one to be developed by circumstances, and man-

aged as a question of expediency, nw not one to be acknowledged as

settled by any rule of Christian ethics.

The Board stands, then, precisely where it did ten years ago. The

agitation of the School Act has been without practical result, and

settles nothing, as no attempt has been, or is likely to be, mado to

carry out the provisions of that law. True, tho Board does not defend

Slavery as a Bible institution, i nd al a blessing to tho African race.

On the contrary, it acknowledges it to be, according to the General

Assembly's Act of 1818, " a -jross violation of the most precious and

sacred rights of human nature, as utterly inconsistent with the law of

"God, and totally irreconcilable with the spirit and principles of Christ."

Slaveholders, nevertheless, are admitted to the Mission Churches, and

even if the neophite be ouo whose life is ttras offensive to the law

of God, the spirit of Christ, and the rights of humanity, he is not,

therefore, debarred from the Christian fellowship of these missionaries;
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At the time of Mr. Wood's visit, there were Txoenty Slaveholders

in the churches among the Choctaws, and three of these have heen

admitted "on a profession of faith" since 1848. At the Cherokee

mission, there were Seventeen Slaveholders among the church members.

The missionaries themselves aro not Slave-owners, hut they sanction

the system by still hiring Slaves of their masters. Several are so hired

in both missions, on the plea of convenience— a defence which would

be equally good for a trade in stolen horses, on the part of mission-

aries, among the Fawnees 01 Black Feet Indians.

Tee American Tract Society.

The system, hitherto carefully and persistently pursued by the

American Tract Society, in expurgating from its republications of

religious books all condemnation, of, and even allusion to, American

Slavery, was fully exposed in our last Report. It gratifies us to be

able to state that this method of dispensing spiritual truth in the

peddling spirit of a huckster who sorts his wares to suit his customers,

is meeting with the contempt it merits. The subject has attracted the

attention of several religious bodies, and has been discussed with a

good deal of animation in various secular and religious newspapers

during the past year. The opinion is growing rapidly into favor, that

the direction of the affairs of the Society, should either pass into new
hands, or that those now holding it should be compelled to a new course

of action.

It is certainly a pitiable sight to seo a great religious body which

absorbs so large a share of the spiritual enthusiasm of the country

directed to the duty of calling sinners to repentance, carefully culling

its phrases and guarding its speech, lest sinners be offended. And it

is a striking evidence of the spiritual imbecility of the American

Church, so far as Slavery is concerned, that till only within a few

months has the remonstrance against the course of the Tract Society

been strong enough to compel the Managers to break the contemptuous

silence with which they had covered their guilt, and enter upon their

justification and defence. The plea they make in their own behalf, is'

briefly this :— that as the Society was formed, is supported by, and

represents " Evangelical Christians," the tracts which it issues should

be acceptable to all that class of Christians, and that it has no right to

issue any others. This is a good defence, and if not satisfactory to
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Evangelical Christians, Bhould put them also upon the defensive. Ifc

amounts to a charge from the Society against their Evangelical brethren

of being accessory before the fact. The Society might appeal to nearly

the whole body of Northern Christians of this class, and ask the perti-

nent question— Is not a Slaveholder a Christian? We all know
what the answer must be from their practice. The Committeo of the

Tract Society representing the Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Baptist,

Methodist, Dutch Reformed, and Calvinistic Congregational Churches,

may, with great force, plead the example of those churches. If you,

they may ask, separate and independent Ecclesiastical bodies, refuse,

or neglect, to declare that the fact of Slaveholding is a bar to Chris-'

tian Communion, and, in itself, an evidence of a want of Christian

character, with what right or propriety can you ask us, an irresponsible

body, bound in honor to do nothing offensive to our common faith, to

go beyond the record and permit that to be rebuked, in our publica-

tions, as a sin, which you, by your daily practice, refuse to recognize as

such 1 If all Slaveholders were Hicksite Quakers, or Unitarians, we

might take it upon ourselves to decide upon and rebuke their sinful-

ness, for they are not Evangelical Christians. But it is not for us to

presume that Evangelical Christians, recognized as such by the Church,

and numbering many thousand persons, need, because of their Slave-

holding, special instruction in "vital godliness and sound morality."

This argument might be pushed with great force, and the Tract

Society fortify itself in an impregnable position against the assaults of

The Independent and other religious newspapers, so long as their edit-

ors and the religious bodies they represent, extend the right hand of

Christian fellowship to the holders of Slaves. Indeed, some of these

assailants betray their consciousness of how pertinent the answer to

them would be— "Physician, heal thyself!" It is the accidents of

Slavery, such as the parting of families, the breach of the marriage

relation, and other enormities, and not the essential wickedness of the

system itself, against which, they maintain, the Society should hurl its

thunders.
k

But, unfortunately for themselves, the Managers of the Society have

not, by their course, on other questions, reserved to themselves the

privilege of this justification. They have not halted in opinion upon

various indulgences which the rigidly righteous among evangelical

people hold to be sins, but which, nevertheless, arc very generally

practised. They assume, therefore, to decide that one may be an

Evangelical Christian, and yet a sinner, and as the conservators of
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<c vital godliness and souud morality " they esteem it a duty to rebuke

the bucksiidings and shortcomings of the children of light. They issue-

tracts against " special immoralities," as guides and warnings to the

young and thoughtless. In one of these against Dancing, they pathet-

ically exclaim, " Oh, Christian parent ! pause and pray long and

earnestly, and you will never consent that a child of yours shall he

seen in a ball-room." Would it be any greater assumption over the

rights of conscience to recognize the fact that children are sent by

Evangelical Christians to the auction-block, as well as to the dancing

school? And would not an exhortation be quite as pertinent to the

Christian Slaveholder to pause and pray ere he snatches a child from

its mother's bosom to send it to the human shambles ? Another tract

is aimed at the immorality of the " Theatre, the Circus, and the Horse-

Race." Might not that place of public assembly, peculiar to the

South, the Slave-Pen, and the free and cruel use of the horse-whip

upon the naked backs of mea and women, come also, with equal pro-

priety, under the reprehension of the Society "? It advocates Total

Abstinence, and rebukes, not merely the lay member for his moderate

drinking, but sharply accuses the anointed " band clothed in white,

enlisted eoldiers of the Church,'
1

for yielding to the " witchery " of

the wine-cup, and opposing so good a cause. Would it be a greater

sketch of authority to issue a tract with special reference to the grace-

less and besotted condition of the Rev. NEUEMrAii Adams, one of its

own Publishing Committee, and many others of the " band clothed in

white," who find a justification of American Slavery, with all its num-

berless atrocities, in the Divine Law, and in Apostolic example ? It

anathematizes tobacco, and sees <: the garments of the priesthood un-

clean frorn its defilements." Is the uso of tobacco so universally

recognized an immorality among Evangelical Christians that they may

rebuke it who hesitate to point to the pollutions of Slavery, because the

brethren are not agreed upon the sinfulness of adult : ry 1 Novel-read-

ing is also deemed worthy of a special tract ; but is not the prohibition,

by law, to learn to read at all, though it be even the Bihle, an immo-

rality that may be contemned without hesitation'?

It were easy to multiply instances to show that the Tract Society

has no hesitation in pronouncing upon the daily habits and behavior of

Evangelical Christians, and when Ihere is, by.no means, an agreement

among them as to the immorality of their conduct in those particular

instances. The Managers, therefore, are left without excuse. Their

defence is both evasive and false, and the broad, uncontradicted,
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incontrovertible fact stands out before us, that this Society, the repre-

sentative of nearly the whole body of Evangelical Christians o?. this

country, not only has not the disposition, and does not dare to treat as

an immorality, a single one of the flagrant and open vices of Slavery,

but that it basely and fraudulently suppresses, in all its publications,

any allusion to the system which condemns its outrages, or exposes its

inherent character.

Case of Passmore Williamson.

A striking pi oof of the tendency of the Slave Power, whether con-

sciously or unconsciously, to enlarge its dominion and bring into sub-

jection to it every opposing force and principle, has occurred^ withid

the last year, in Pennsylvania. Of later years, the doctrine of State

Rights has been, in a degree, lost sight of, as it has become to be the

well understood and acknowledged polity of the Republic, that the

Federal Government is a government only of limited and delegated

powers, and that each State is a separate and independent sovereignty

supreme— with certain well-defined exceptions— within its own do-

main. The fear of the centralization of power has unhappily died

away, and is succeeded by a blind and unreasoning devotion to the

Union of the States. Slavery obtained sufferance at the adoption of

the Constitution through reverence for State Rights. . The inevitable

result of the consideration given to the system in the Constitution was

its usurpation of the powers of the Federal Government. As sufferance

there, in due time, became supremacy, so, through the popular devo-

tion to the Union, the complete subversion of the rights yf the States

will follow if the Union continue. The case of Passmorl Williamson

is an indication of this tendency of the Siave Power, if it is not a step

in that direction.

On the 18th of July last, information was received at the Anti-

Slavery Office, in Philadelphia, that some persons, held as Slaves, were

at Bloodgood's Hotel, in that city, who desired to escape from the cus-

tody of their master. Mr. McKim, the Agent in the office, immedi-

ately sent word to Passmore "Williamson, whose duty it was to take

charge of such cases, as Secretary of the Acting Committee of the

Pennsylvania Abolition Society, established in the last century, for the

purpose of "extending aid to persons illegally held in bondage. As

Mr. Williamson was about to leave town on business, he at first
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declined to interfere, but changing his mind in a few moments, ho

followed the messenger, Mr. William Still, to Bloodgood's Hotel.

On arriving there he learned that a woman and two children, supposed

to be Slaves, had just gone with their master on board the boat.about to

start for the New York train. Pie immediately followed, and found the

party seated on the uppc deck, and learning from the man that he

claimed the woman and her two children as Slaves, and from the woman

that she desired freedom for herself and her children, he informed her

that, by the law of Pennsylvania, they could not be held there as

Slaves, and were free to go where they pleased. A brief altercation

ensued, which attracted the bystanders, and among them several colored

men. The woman presently arose, voluntarily, to go, taking the child-

ren with her. The master attempted to detain her, and was held back,

for a moment, by Mr. Williamson; one of the colored men, also,

uttered some threatening words to deter him from interfering with the

woman's wishes. Both these actions were simply to prevent violence

on the part of the master. He was, in no other wajr
, interfered with,

nor his rights, personal or legal, in any way invaded. The woman and

children were immediately put into a carriage, and driven away to a

place of safety. The parties were soon ascertained to be tho Hon.

Joiin H. Wheeler, of North Carolina, United States Miuistev to the

Republic of Nicaragua, ana his former Slaves, Jane, Daniel, and

Isaiah.

If the judicial decisions be correct which, on several different occa.-

sions had been given, both in Slave and Free States, and which, up to

this time, had never been questioned, that a Slaveholder who voluntarily

brings his Slaves into a State where Slavery does not exist, by that act

emancipates them, then Wheeler, in this case, had forfeited all legal

title to Jane and her children. Nor was it then, or at any subsequent

time pretended that they were " fugitives from labor," and could be

claimed, therefore, under the Constitution and Laws providing for the

rendition of persons of that class. Whatever his title to them might

have been in a SLve State, he clearly had none to them as Slaves in.

Pennsylvania, where he had voluntarily brought them, and where

Slavery is prohibited by law. Mr. Williamson, in informing them of

their rights, had performed a simple and praiseworthy act of humanity,

on which no shadow of wrong could rest. And Jane had exercised a

clearly natural and legal right in scrdng the first opportunity to escape,

with her children, from the custody of one whose on ly relation to them,

from the moment they crossed the border of a Free Stat?, was that of a,

4
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kidnapper* If, on the other hand, this were not a correct statement of

the principles which governed such a case, then the right to completely

prohibit Slavery, within her own domain, by a Free State, did not exist

;

but the right to establish and continue Slavery was unlimited by State

lines, and it became the duty of the Federal Government to protect all

in the enjoyment of that right who needed protection. No fairer occa-

sion could arise by which to test the question whether Liberty be

national and Slavery sectional, or Slavery national and Liberty no

where.

No sooner had Jane Joiinson and her children left the custody of

Mr* Wheeler, than he petitioned Judge Kane, of the United States

District Court, for a writ of habeas corpus, to bo directed to Passmore

Williamson, who, he averred, detained from him " three persons held

to service or i'abor by the laws of the State of Virginia" and of whom
ho was the "owner." The writ wa3 at once allowed, returnable the

next day. Mr. Williamson, however, beiug temporarily absent from

the city on business, Edward Hopper, Esq. appeared, on his behalf,

and stated that doubtless the writ would be responded to on his return.

An alias writ of habeas corpus was then allowed, and to this Mr. Wil-

liamson made return on the 20th of July, " that the within-named

Jane, Daniel, and Isaiau, or by whatsoever names they may be called,

nor either of them, are not now, avr was, at the time of the issuing of

said writ, or the original writ, or at any other time in the custody,

power, or possession of, nor confined, nor restrained their liberty by

him, the said Passmore Williamson. Therefore he cannot have the

bodies of the said Jane, Daniel, and Isaiah, or either of then, beforo

your Honor, as by the said writ he is commanded."

If Slavery had no legal, existence in Pennsylvania, and Jans, Dan-

iel, and Isaiah, were there as free persons, and not the Slaves of

Wheeler, then this brief return to the writ was a complete and truth-

ful statement of facte. As free persons they had never, for a single

instant, been in the possession of Williamson, and in informing thorn

of their freedom he had infringed upon no legal right of any other

person.

If, however, " the three persons held to service or labor by the laws

of Virginia" were, there/ore, Slaves in Pennsylvania, and Mr. Wheeler

was as much their legal owner in the enc State as in the other, then

Mr. Williamson, by invading that ownership, had taken possession of

the Slaves, if only for a single moment ; and bis return, that they had

never been in his possession, was untrue, and an evasion of the writ.
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The real question at issue then was, whether Slavery legally existed in

Pennsylvania. Mr. Williamson had taken for granted in his return,

that it did not. The United States Judge, in granting the writ, had

proceeded on the supposition that it did. The return of the respondent,

therefore, was not only false, \>\$ a defiance of the authority of the

court.

Mr. Vandyke, tho counsel for Mr. Wheeler, asked permission of

the court to introduce testimony to rebut the statements of the respon-

dent in his return. To this Mr. Hopper replied, that the return was

sufficient and conclusive, and as it was a complete denial of tho custody,

power, or control, they could not go behind it. Mr. Vandyke stated

what he was prepared to prove, which was that, taking for granted that

Jane and her children were, though in Pennsylvania* the Slaves of

Wheeler, they had been removed, by Williamson, from the posses-

sion of their master. Mr. Hopper then asked, if testimony was to be

heard, for time to prepare. The course, he said, which the case had

taken, "was certainly a surprise!
"

It seems very evident that, up to this stage of tho proceedings, there

had been a complete misunderstanding of the legal purpose of the writ.

The respondent and bis counsel presuming that there could be no

Slaves in a Free State— except as provided in the case of " fugitives

from labor"— had supposed that he was directed to produce certain

free persons whom, it was thought, he held in unlawful custody. His

reply was the natural and truthful one, that such persons were not, and

never had been, in his possession. But such a return was evasive and

untruthful, if tho writ referred to Slaves, and not to free persons.

Judgo Kane replied, therefore, to Mr. Hopper's request for time, that

that could bo considered when the bodies of the three servants were

produced in court "The conduct," he remarked " of those who inter-

fered with Mr. Wheeler's RIGHTS, was a criminal, wanton, and

cruel outrage." "It would be sufficient to have a primafacie case

made out," that is, that Mr. Williamson had taken Mr. Wheeler's

Slaves [that they were Slaves being taken for granted] out of his pos-

session. The evidence of that fact would show the defendant to have

been guilty of contempt in the return to the writ of habeas corpus,

inasmuch as he had presumed to consider these as free persons, and

therefore never in his custody, whom the Court considered as Slaves,

of whom he had taken illegal and violent possession, and commanded

him to produce. It was clear, then, that it was for an outrage oh the

legal rights of a citizen of another State, and not a question of the
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restraint of certain free persons, for which Mr. Williamson was held

to answer. To the request, of Mr. Wiieelek's Counsel for permission

to traverse the return to the writ, Judge Kane, therefore, said :
—

" It has been settled by this Court, that the relator, where the truth-

fulness of the return is denied, and a different state of facts alleged to

exist, may show those facts to the Court ; that a person who has the

possession or control of property will not be permitted, by an evasion

or a manufactured return, to destroy the effect of this writ and render

it powerless. In this case, a state of facts totally different from the return

were alleged. Under these circumstances, the Court would hear the evi-

dence traversing the return : and, second, the Court thought it its duty

to ascertain and satisfy its conscience whether, if a different state of facts

were established, it was not matter for the judicial notice of the Court

sitting as a Committing Magistrate, if a prima facie case were made
out, to bind the defendant over to answer on a charge of perjury."

Mr. Wheeler was then called to the stand to give his testimony.

The facts, as he stated them, were substantially the same as we have

already given. He said :
—

. "The defendant, Passmore "Williamson, stepped up to me, and
asked me to allow him to have some conversation with lay servants ; I

told him if he had anything to say he could say it to ma : he laid his

hands on the woman's shoulder very poiutedly, and said, " Do you
know that you are in a free State, and have only to go ashore to be
free ;" I told him they knew where they were going and with whom

;

the defendant said to me that ho did not want to hear me talk, but

would hear the woman ; he asked her if she was a slave ', she replied,

yes ; he said just step on shore and you are free."

Ho alleged the use of violence on the part of Williamson and

others, which was, however, afterward disproved by other testimony,

and ho asserted an unwillingness in his servants to leave him, which

was subsequently shown to bo false on the best evidence— that of

Jane herself. The prima facie case referred to by Judge Kane,

however, was made out by his testimony and that of other witnesses—
namely, that Williamson did relieve Jane Johnson and her children

from his custody ; a fact which, it should be borne in mind, was never

denied. The really important point, and that on which the whole case

hung, he thus stated : " I am the owner of three colored persons,

named Jane, Dan, and Isaiah ; and have been for some time ; I hold

them to iabor under the laws of the State of North Carolina, and of

my country," This assertion of the nationality of Slavery was per-

mitted to pass unquestioned by Courfc or Counsel
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When the testimony was closed on behalf of tho plaintiff, a motion

was made by his Counsel for an attachment against the defendant for

making an insufficient return, and another to answer for wilful and

malicious perjury. His Counsel again asljed for time for preparation

and consultation, which the Judge denied, bud permission was given to

the defendant to purge himself of contempt. Mr. Williamson then

took the stand. His statement of the occurrence on board tho boat

was as follows :
—

" I went on board tho boat, looked through the cabin, and then went

up on the promenade deck ; I saw that man, (pointing to Mr.
Wheeler,) sitting sideways on the bench on the farther side ; Jane
was sitting nest to and three or four feet from him,— the two children

were sitting close to her j I approached he and said, ' you are the

person I am looking for, I presume :
' Wheeler turned towards me

and asked what- I wanted with him ; I replied nothing, that my busi-

ness was entirely with this woman ; he said, she is my slave, and any-

thing you have to say to her you can say to rne ; I then said to her,

you may have been his slave, but you arc now free, he brought you
here into Pennsylvania, and you are now as free as either of us,— you
cannot be compelled to go with him unless you choose ; if you wish

your liberty, all you have to do is to walk ashore with your children.

Some five minutes were consumed in conversation with Wheeler, Jane,

and a stranger, when the bell rang, and I told her if she wished to be

free she would have to act at once, as the boat was about starting ; she

took one of her children by the hand and attempted to rise from her

seat ; Wheeler placed his hands upon her shoulders and prevented

her ; I then for the first time took hold of her arm and assisted her to

rise ; the colored people who had collected around us, seized hold of

the two children, and the whole party commenced a movement towards

the head of the stairs leading to the lower deck, Mr. Wiieeler having

at the start clinched Jane, and during the progress repeatedly and
earnestly entreated her to say she wished to stay with him ; at the

head of tho stairway I took Wheeler by the collar and held him to

one side ; the whole company passed down and left the boat, proceed-

ing peacefully and quietly to l)ock and Front streets, where Jane and
her children, with some of her friends, entrved a carriage and were

driven down Front street ; I returned to my office. After the colored

people left Dock street in the carriage, 1 saw no more of tbem,

—

have had no control of them, and do not know where they are. My
whole connection with the affair was this."

In conclusion Mr. Williamson declared to the court, " that in tho

proceedings he had not designed to do violence to any law, but sup-

posed that he had acted throughout in accordance with the law, and the

legal rights of the respective parties."
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A week later, on the 27th of July, to which time Judge Kane had

adjourned the case, holding Williamson, in the meantime, in bonds of

05,000, he gave his opinion.

He commenced by a one-sided statement of the case in passionate

terras, winch, however common they may be with a certain clas3 of

practitioners at the bar, are not generally considered in accordance with

the dignity and impartiality of the bench, but which, nevertheless, were

quite in keeping with the despotic and unscrupulous determination

exhibited by Judge Kane, in all cases which have come before him,

where the question of Slavery was concerned. He assumed, at the

outset, that a violent abduction of Slaves had been made by William-

son, assisted by a " mob of negroes." Of the return to the writ he

says : t—

" I cannot look upon this return otherwise than as illusory— in legal

phrase, a3 evasive, if* not false. It sets out that the alleged prisoners

are not now, and have not baen since the issue of the habeas corpus,

in the custody, power, or possession of the respondent ; and in so far it

uses legally appropriate langnago for such a return. But it goes fur-

ther, and by added words, gives an interpretation to that language

essentially variant from its legal import.

"It denies that the prisoners were within his power, custody, or

possession at any time whatever. Now, the evidence of respectable,

uncontradicted witnesses, and the admission of the respondent himself,

establish the fact beyond controversy that the prisoners were at one

time within his power and control. He was the person by whose coun-

sel the so-called rescue was devised. He gave the directions, and

hastened to the pier to stimulate and supervise their execution. He
was the spokesman and first actor after arriving there. Of all the

parties to the act of violence, he was the only white man, the only citi-

zen, the only individual having recognized political rights, the only

person whose social training could certainly interpret either his own

duties or the rights of others under the Constitution of the land"

He proceeded then to show how futile, and worse, it is for one " who

has organized, guided, and headed a mob to effect the abduction and

imprisonment of others," to excuse himself from responsibility by the

assertion that the actual assault was made -by thetandsof subordinates.

As if Mr. Williamson had done any such thing— as if ho had not

frankly and unequivocally, and in open court stated precisely his shore

in, and the motives which impelled him to the transaction under con-

sideration. Indeed the Judge had already said of him, "he admitted

the facts substantially as in proof." But— and here was the real

crime— " he bad chosen to decide for himself upon the lawfulness, as
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well as the moralpropriety of bis act." " Ho has put himself in con-

tempt of the process of this court, and challenges its action." His

offence was, not so much that he had been guilty of an abduction of

property, for that there was a remedy in a civil action for damages

;

nor that he had committed an assault, which might have been more

properly tried in an Alderman's Court, than in a District Court of the

United States, under a bond of $5,000 ; but that he denied that tho

mere telling a free woman of her rights was an abduction, and that the

gentle use of restraint over one attempting by force to prevent that

woman from exercising her right to freedom, was an assault. It was a

contempt of the court, a challenge of its action, and a refusal to recog-

nize one's " own duties, and tho rights of others under the Constitution

of the land," to decline to acknowledge that Slavery had a legal exist-

ence in the State of Pennsylvania. To this point, the real issue, the

Judge came presently in his opinion.

The respondent, relying on the truthfulness of tho return to the writ,

based on tho supposition that he could have assumed no custody or

control of persons whom he had simply informed that, under the laws

of tho State, they were entitled to freedom, had submitted the cause to

the court without argument by counsel. Tho court, therefore, affects

to be at some loss to understand the grounds on which they would

claim the discharge of their client. One, however, occurred to him,

which ho condescended to consider. He says ;—
" It is this ; that the persons named in this writ as detained by the

respondent were not legally slaves, inasmuch as they were within tho

territory of Pennsylvania when they were abducted."

And of this position he thus disposes :
—

-

" 2. That I know of no statute of Pennsylvania which affects to divest

the rights of property of a citizen of North Carolina, acquired and
asserted under the laws of that State, because he has found it needful

or convenient to pass through the territory of Pennsylvania.
" 3. That I am not aware that any such statute, if such a one were

shown, could bo recognized as valid in a court of the United States."

Iu other words, any statute of Pennsylvania prohibiting the holding

of Slaves within her borders did not apply to Slaves^ield by citizens of

other States, who might be impelled by necessity or convenience to

b 1ing such Slaves within he. jurisdiction. And further, if any law cf

Pennsylvania did so prohibit the Slaveholders of other States from
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bringing their Slaves within the State, it would not be recognized by a

Federal Court. /

But this bold declaration of the impotency of the Free States, the

supremacy of the Federal Government, and its duty to render the Law
of Slavery paramount ail over the Union, was not so frank as it seems

when taken out of its connection. It was preceded and followed by

propositions disingenuously calculated both to strengthen the position

assumed by the court, in the case before it, as well as to disguiso the

character of the novel and obnoxious principle by wMeh it was gov-

erned. We have quoted above the 2d and 3d propositions. The 1st

was that no statute of Pennsylvania permitted the forcible abduction

of persons or property without due process of law ; a general assertion

which might safely be made cf the statutes of any civilized community

on the face of the globe ; but its special intention here was to convey

the impression that a foidble abduction of property bad been made in

this case. That this property was Slaves is clearly intimated in 2d and

3d. Then follows the 4th :
—

" 4, That it seems to me altogether unimportant whether they were

slaves or not. It would be the mockery of philanthropy to assert that,

because men had become free, they might therefore be forcibly ab-

ducted."

Yet, notwithstanding this cunning and impudent assertion, Judge

Kane knew very well that it must be plain to the mos* careless ob-

server that the really important point was whether they were Slaves or

not, and that on this depended tho whole case before him* Tho

Judge had granted the writ of habeas corpus on the prayer of Wiieelf.r,

as " owner of three persons held to service or labor by the laws of

Virginia," and " detained from the possession of the petitioner by one

Passmoue Williamson." If they were free persons, as Williamson

had presumed to consider them, then his return to the writ was truthful

and complete, and the court had nothing to do but discharge the de-

fendant ; for neither the alleged prisoners, nor any one else, on their

behalf, had prayed for their relief as free persons restrained of liberty.

It was only on tho assumption thai they were Slaves, property taken

illegally from its owner, that the previous propositions, marked 3 and 4,

had' the least significance or relevancy. To pretend, at tho <iame time,

that it was unimportant whpther they were Slaves or not, was an un-

worthy oxpedient to disguise- tho character of a despotic decision.

The court adjudged that "Mr. Williamson, the respondent, bo
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committed to the custody of the Marshal without bail or mainprize,

as for a contempt of the court in refusing to answer to the writ of

habeas corpus, heretofore awarded against him at the relation of Mr.

Wheeler."

Mr. Williamson, therefore, was consigned to Moyamcnsing Prison,

in Philadelphia. His real offence was a presumption that Slavery

could not exist in Pennsylvania, and un overt ae'„ in accordance with

that belief. The contempt of court for which ho was committed was a

contumacious neglect to acknowledge such an act as i\ crime.

On the 31st of the same month (July) Mr. Williamson sought, as

a citizen of Pennsylvania, the protection of his own State against this

outrage upon his rights by a Federal Court. He applied to" tho Hon.

Ellis Lewis, Chief Justice of tho Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, for

a writ of habeas corpus for his relief. The application was refused by

Judge Lewis. The refvisal was based mainly upon the opinion that

tho adjudication of contempts belongs exclusively to the respective

courts, and that, therefore, it was not in his power to reverse the de-

cision of the United States Court in this case. But he went further

than this, and threw the weight of his judicial influence into the scale

against tho prisoner. After briefly discussing the allegations of the

petitioner's counsel, that the United States District Court had no

jurisdiction, and that the right of property cannot be determined on

habeas corpus, on both which points he was disposed to sustain the

District Judge, he summed up by saying :—
" But granting, for tho purpose of the argument, (which I am far

from intimating,) that the District Judge made an improper use of the

writ ; that he erred in deciding that the prisoner refused to answer it

— that he also erred in the construction ot" tho answer which was given,

and th?it he otherwise violated tho rights of the prisoner ; it is certainly

not in my power to reverse hi3 decision."

It is an interesting incident in the progress of this case, that on the

day on which this petition was presented to Judge Lewis, Jane John-

son, herself, with hev two children, voluntarily appeared before Judge

E. D. Culver, "of the City Court of Brooklyn, New York, and testified,

under oath, that she gladly, and of her own accord, left the custody of

her late master, Wheeler, as soon as she learned that she had the right

to do so
;

that, before she left Washington, she formed tho purpose of

leaving him the moment a safe opportunity should occur after their

reaching a free State; that she acquainted two of the servants at

5
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Bloodgood's Hotel, in Philadelphia, with her wish, by whom, prob-

ably, the information was conveyed to the Anti-Slavery office, and

thence to Passmore Williamson ; and that she made this affidavit in

the hope that this voluntary declaration on her part wight be of service

to the person to whom she felt grateful for the great sorvice he had

rendered to her and her children. This affidavit was published the

nest day in the leading newspapers of New York, and subsequently

was widely circulated all over the country. It unquestionably did

much to correct the false impression, as to the real nature of the trans-

action, which had been created by the ex parte proceedings before

Judge Kane.

Disappointed in his application to Judge Lewis, Mr. Williamson

next determined to seek relief from the full Bench of the Supremo

Court of Pennsylvania. At a special session of the court, held at

Bedford, on the 13th of August, Messrs. Hopper and Gilpin appeared,

and presented a petition from Williamson for a writ of habeas corpus

to bring the body of the petitioner before the court The petition set

forth with great care and minuteness all the facts of the case, the

motives which had impelled the petitioner, and the principles by which

he, had been governed throughout ; and it laid down thirteen distinct

propositions which, "on abundant grounds of reason and authority,"

his counsel hoped to establish before the court. The majority of these

propositions related to certain points of law, as to the right and duty of

one court in regard to the writ of habeas corpus, and the 'want of

jurisdiction of the other in the present case ; but the real and important

question at issue was thus stated in the four following propositions :
—

" That no writ of habeas corpus can be issued to produce, the body
of a person not in custody under legal process, unless it be issued in

behalf and with the consent of said person."
" That a person held as a slave under the laws of one State, and vol-

untarily carried by his owner for any purpose into another State, is not

a fugitive from labor or service within the true intent and • aeaning of

tho Constitution of the United States, but is subject to the laws of the

State into which he has been thus carried, and that, by the law of

Pennsylvania, a slave so brought into this State, whether lor the pur-

pose of* passing through the same, or otherwise, is free."

" That neither the District Court of the United States nor the Judge
thereof, had any shadow or color of jurisdiction to award the writ of

habeas corpus directed to your petitioner, commanding him to produce
the bodies of the said Jane, Daniel, and Isaiah, and that such writ

was void ; that your petitioner was in no wise bound to make return

thereto ; that the return which he did make thereto was unevasive, full,
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and complete, and was conclusive and not traversable ; that the com-

mitment of your petitioner as for a contempt in refusing to return said

writ, was arbitral-", illegal, and utterly null and void ; that tho whole

proceedings, including the commitment for contempt, were absolutely

coram non judice."
" That, in such oppression of one of her citizens, a subordinate Judge

of the United States has usurped upon the authority, violated the peace,

and derogated from the sovereign dignity of the Commonwealth Gf

Pennsylvania ; that all are hurt in the person of your petitioner j and
that he is justified in looking with confidence to the authorities of his

native State to vindicate her rights by restoring his liberty."

On the 17th of August, the counsel, Messrs. Gilpin and Meredith,

gentlemen of the highest legal reputation and social standing, the

former having been, for several years, Mayor of the City of Philadel-

phia, and the latter a member of the Cabinet of President Taylor,

addressed tho full c^urt, on behalf of tho petitioner, at great length,

with signal ability. There was nothing wanting of acuto legal argu-

ment and authoritative citation, covering every question involved, to

convince the court that it was both its right and its duty to grant the

prayer of the petitioner, arrest this usurpation of jurisdiction in a Fed-

eral Court, and relieve a citizen of a sovereign State from an outrage

committed upon him, and, through him, upon the State, by a Federal

Judge. Tho application was refused. The court not only sustained

the view of Chief Justice Lewis in his answer to the previous petition,

but it examined the cause of detainer, decided against the prisoner, and

upheld the decision of the District Judge. It declared, though grant-

ing that " there might be cases in which it ought to check usurpations

of power by the Federal Courts," that it would "do nothing to impair

the constitutional vigor of the general government, which is the sheet

anchor of our peace at home and our safety abroad." And it con-

cluded by spying that the petitioner "carries tha key of his prison in

his own pocket He can come out when he will, by making terms

with tho court that sent him there. But if he choose to struggle for

a triumph, if nothing will content him but a clean victory or a clean

defeat— ho cannot expect us to aid him. Our duties are of a widely

different kind. They consist in discouraging as much as in us lies all

such contests with the legal authorities of the country." The tone and

spirit of tho entire Opinion showed that the Supreme Court of Pennsyl-

vania is ready to become, at any time, a fitting instrument for the be-

trayal of the rights of the State to tho aggressions and usurpations of

the Federal Government and the Slave Power.
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In this Opinion, liowever, Justice Knox declined to concur, and gave,

at) length, the reasons why, in his judgment, tho writ ought to be

granted. "I. believe this," ho said, "to be the first recorded case

where the Supreme Court of a State has refused the prayer of a citizen

for the writ of habeas corpus, to inquire into the legality of au impris-

onment by a Judge of a Federal Court for contempt, in refusing

obedience to a writ void for want of jurisdiction." And he showed,

very conclusively, the dangers that must ensue to the most cherished

rights of tho citizen of the State, should such a precedent become the

rule. His argument was fortified by a clear statement of the law in

regard to the writ of habeas corpus, a careful discrimination as to the

functions of our complex system of government, and was characterized

throughout by directness of purpose and manly determination. On
the question of jurisdiction, and that of the existence of Slavery in

Pennsylvania, involved, in it, in the final recapitulation of the grounds

of his opinion, he said :— •

" That when the owner of a slave voluntarily brings his slave from
a slave to a free State, without any intention of remaining therein, the

right of the slave to his freedom depends upon the law of the State into

which he is thus brought.
" That if a slave so brought into a free State escapes from the cus-

tody of his master while in said State, the right of the master to reclaim

him is not a question arising under the Constitution of the United

States or the laws thereof, and therefore a Judge of the United States

cannot, issue a writ of habeas corpus directed to one who, it is alleged,

withholds the possession of the slave from the master, commanding him
to produce the body of the slave before tho said Judge.

Mr. Williamson had now been confined in jail with common felons,

in the height of summer, from the 27th of July to the 8th of Septem-

ber, and it was evident that no relief would be extended to him by the

judicial authorities of his own State. The next movement in his behalf

was one made without his knowledge, and originated with Jane John-

son. On the 3d of October a petition was presented from her, by her

attorneys, Joseph B. Townsend and John M. Read, Esqs. to Judge

Kane, in which, after ' recounting the facts of her release, and that of

her children, from the custody of Wheeleb, and declaring that she was

not at that time, and had not been since, in the power or control of

Williamson, or any other person, having exercised her right to go

whither she pleased, with her children, she says :
—
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« Your petitioner is advised, and respectfully submits to your honor;;

that the said writ of habeas corpus ought to be quashed under the facts

above stated, and for the following among other reasons :
—

" 1st. The said Wheeler had no control over, or right to, the posses-

sion of your petitioner, or her said children, at the issuing of the afore-

said writ, they being then free.

" 2d. Because the said writ was issued without tho knowledge or

corsent of your petitioner, and against her wish.

" 3d. Because, in truth and in fact, at the issuing of tho said writ,

and at all times since, your petitioner left the company of said Wheeler
as aforesaid, neither she nor her said children have been detained or

restrained of their liberty by said Williamson ov any- other person

whatever.
" 4th. Because, under tho writ of habeas corpus, which is a writ

devised and intended to restore freemen to liberty when unduly re-

strained thereof, the said John H. Wheeler seeks to reclaim and
recover your petitioner and her said children, and reduce them again

into Slavery."

She therefore prayed that the writ, and all the proceedings under it,

be quashed, and that Passmore Williamson especially, be discharged

from imprisonment. To the truth of the facts stated, she made oath

before a magistrate in Boston.

Counsel were heard on behalf of this petition on the 6th of the

month. They had only to show that if the petition were received, and

its statements accepted, that there was necessarily an end to all the

proceedings under the writ. If Jane Johnson and her children were

free, Wheeler had no right to a writ for the recovery of his property

— namely, themselves ; and they had asked for no process to release

them from custody^ for they had not been restrained of their liberty,

either by Williamson or any one else. The.o was, therefore, no juris-

diction, in the ca3e, of the United States Court; and even if there

were, Williamson's Teturn had been truthful and complete, and he

had, therefore, committed no contempt. But Judge Kane-

had no

intention of submitting to be tossed on the horns of such a dilemma.

He took six days to consider of the matter— till the 12th of October

—

and then decided that Jane Johnson had no status in court, and that

her petition, therefore, could not be received. While asserting, in his

opinion, that the merits of tho case on which he was to adjudicate

were, whether Williamson was entitled to tfie writ of habeas corpus -

whether Jane and her children were Slaves or not; and whether they

had been deprived of their liberty, or their alleged master of his prop-

erty ; and that these could be considered only when the defendant had
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rendered obedience to the writ which called him into court ; he yet,

in the same breath, evinced his prejudgment of the case in avowing his

acceptance of the allegations of Wheeler and his witnesses, as to the

abduction of, Slaves, while he refused to give any consideration to the

implied denial of these allegations, by the return, their positive denial

in the testimony of Williamson himself, and,, at the same time, throwing

difficulties in the way of admitting any other testimony on his behalf.

And, as if under some providential necessity of accomplishing judicial

dishonor, he proceeds to enforce, at length, his unscrupulous purpose of

giving the sanction of his court to the infamous doctrine of the right of

the Slaveholder to bring his Slaves into a Free State. He denies that

any statute of the State deprives the Slaveholder of this right. He goes

even farther than this, and bases the right upon tbo Law of Nations.

The right of property in Slaves, he considers as unquestionable as that

in any other property. To prohibit the introduction of ono sort might

lead to the prohibition of the introduction of all other sorts. A State

that begins with a doubt of property in man, may end in an outlawry

of sugar,* cotton, and rum. " How can it be," he exclaims, indignantly,

" that a State may single out this or e sort of property among all the

rest, and deny to it the right of passing over its soil— passing with its

owner, parcel of bis travelling equipment, as much so as the horse he

rides on, his great coat, or his carpet bag ? " He does not pretend to be

unconscious that this revolting confusion of human creatures with beasts

and bags may excite indignation and contempt; but he reminds those

who may bo shocked at such language from the bench, that it is less

than fifteen years since they, in Pennsylvania, have been accustomed

" to regard men as men, and things as things." Pennsylvania may,

indeed, deserve a far keener rebuke than this w long as she tolerates a

government which places the rights of her citizens at the mercy of such

a Judge ; but his sneering reproach was'predicated, merely, on the fact

that,, in the census of 1840, among her seventeen hundred thousand

people, some fourscore persons were returned as Slaves.

In the courso of this opinion Judge Kane observed, incidentally,

that the respondent's duty was to declare, under oath or affirmation,

what iiad become, so far as he knew, of the alleged Slaves, if thoy had

passed beyond his control, and that there could bo no evasion of this

duty, or the restraint imposed to enforce it. On the same occasion an

explanation was made of an alleged misunderstanding at the time of

the commitment, between the court and the counsel for Williamson,

when the court did not, as counsel supposed, refuse to recel.vo a mo-
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tion to amend the return, but asked that it be redueed to writing. The

court, added that it never expressed any purpose to overrule such a

motion if it should be presented. This suggested to Mr. Williamson's

counsel another method of attempting his release.

On the 17th of October, the counsel for the prisoner moved the court

for leave to file an affidavit, in which he affirmed, in substance, that he

had no knowledge whatever, except through the newspapers, of Jane

and her children, since he saw them in a carriage in Dock Street on the

18th of July, and had had, therefore, no control over them. Judge

Kane suggested that this must come in the form of a petition. On the

22d of October, therefore, counsel moved for leave to present and file

a petition embodying the same statement of facts:, and praying, at the

sarco time that it protested against the action of the court, and its juris-

diction in the case, that the petitioner be discharged from further

custody. The 26th was assigned to hear argument on the motion and

petition. But a new difficulty had to be met. The court announced

itself as prepared to receive application from Williamson to relieve

himself from contempt, but doubted the propriety of receiving any other

application. He consented, however, to hear counsel, who argued the

point at great length, and to examine the paper. On the 27th, the court

said that he did not find in the petition a purgation of contempt, or any

expression of a wish to make such purgation, but said he would hear

counsel still further if they wished to go on. Argument, therefore, was

listened to for another day, in which the counsel, Mr. MEnEDiTir, en-

deavored to impress upon the court the propriety of its calling upon the

respondent, to answer interrogatories in relation to the contempt. The

clearance of the contempt, he contended, must be, according to law and

precedent, in the answer to the interrogatories. But how, he asked,

could questions be answered which had never been put 1 Whether

the interrogatories should first be propounded by the court, or the party

in contempt should first signify bis willingness to answer, was a ques-

tion which elicited much grave discussion. The point, however, was so

far finally yielded by the court, that, on the 29th instant following, a

paper was filed, in which, after recording its refusal to receive the

petition under consideration, because it neither made, nor expressed a

wish to make, purgation of contempt, the court adds,

" That, whenever by petition in writing to be filed with the clerk,

Passmoue Williamson shall set forth under his oath or solemn affirma-

tion, that ho ' desires to purge himself of the contempt, because of

which ho is now attached, and to that end is willing to make true an-.
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swers to such interrogatories as may be addressed to him by the court,

touching tbe matters heretofore legally inquired of by the writ of habeas

corpus to him directed, at the relation of Joim H. Wheeler,' "

Then the said Williamson might be brought before the court, or

the Judge in chambers, to abide the further order of the court. There-

upon, on the 2d day of November, five days later, a petition from Mr.

Williamson was presented to the court, " that he desires to purge

himself of the contempt because of which he is now attached, and to

that end is willing to make true answers to such interrogatorW-: as may
be addressed to him. The petition was received, and the next &Ay, the

petitioner being brought before tho court, was required to make his

solemn affirmation that in his return to the writ, and the proceedings

thereupon, he intended no contempt of tho court aud its process, and

that he was now willing to make true answers to such interrogatories

as might bo addressed to him. Mr. Van Dyke, counsel for the United

States, then put the following interrogatories :
—

" Did you, at the time of tbe service of the writ of habeas corpus,

at tho relation of John H. Wheeler, or at any time during the period

intervening between the service of said writ and the making of your
return thereto, seek to obey the mandate of said writ, by bringing

before this honorable court the persons of the slaves therein men-
tioned ?

" If to this interrogatory you answer in the affirmative, state fully

and particularly the mode in which you sought so to obey said writ, and
all that you did tending to that eud."

Two forms of answer were offered in reply to the question, which

were successively objected to by Mr. Van Dyke as evasive At the

suggestion of the Judge, who sustained the objections, the following

reply was finally made, and accepted :
—

-

" I did not seek to obey the writ by producing the persons in the

writ mentioned before this court.

" I did not so seek, because I verily believed that it was entirely

impossible for me to produce the said persons agreeably to the command
of the court."

Mr. Van Dyke inquired as to any mental reservation on the part of

the defendant, but the question was overruled by the Judge. A similar

question, tending to elicit the opinion of the defendant as to tho right-

fulness of his share in the action which resulted in the escape of the

alleged Slaves, was also overruled. The Judge then announced that
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the contempt was regarded as purged, and that the party was now

before him on the return to the writ, and in the position he occupied

before the contempt was committed. Thereupon Mr. Van Dyke an-

nounced that his client Wheeler, finding it impossible, in consequonce

of the contumacious conduct of the defendant, " to repossess himself of

his property," had instituted a suit in another court, and ceased, there-

fore, to have any part in the proceedings here. Mr. Williamson was

then discharged.

Before this termination of the case was reached, Mr. Wheeler had

left Philadelphia for his post of duty as Minister to Nicaragua, where

he has since signalized his mission by giving his official and personal

influence to the cause of fillibusterism in that region. Of the suit in-

stituted in his name against Mr. Williamson for the value of his

alleged Slaves, nothing further has been heard. Mr. Williamson

himself, however, has brought an action against Judge Kane for false

imprisonment, but the case has not yet come to trial. If it ever shall,

or whatever may be its result, it cannot change the character of the

proceedings beginning with the escape of Jane Johnson and her chil-

dren, and terminating with tho release of Williamson from Moyamen-

sing prison. These, and the principles involved in them, if there are

any, stand alone, unaffected by the personal relations of Judge Kane
and the victim of his judicial tyranny.

Was there then " a clean victory or a clean defeat " in the manuer

of the termination of Mr. Williamson's imprisonment ? On this point,

there is a difference of opinion. If the only question involved were the

freedom of Jank Johnson and her children, and their production in

Judge Kane's court, in obedience to the writ of habeas corpus, then,

certainly, it was a clean victory. And such it. is believed to be by

many, probably by the majority of those who have taken a warm in-

terest in the case. Jane Johnson is, at this moment, a free woman in

a neighboring State, occupying a respectable position, and training her

sons to become free citizens. It is by no means ccr ain, however, that

ber obscurity is not her best protection, and that, should any Slave-

hunter gain possession of her, such Commissioners as Lorino, Morton,

Curtis, or Penderry, or, indeed, any of those who are base enough to

wear the badge of that office, would not return her to bondage. She

has never been brought before Judge Kane's court, as the writ com-

manded ; but twice, since her release, she has appeared in public in

Pennsylvania, unmolested— once at Norristown, at an Anti-Slavery

meeting, and again in court at the trial of William Still, William

6
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Curtis, James I . Braddock, John Ballard, James Martin, and

Isaiah Moore, who -were brought to trial upon a charge of assault upon

Wheeler, at the time of her rescue, but who were all acquitted mainly,

perhaps, through her evidence, save that upon two of them a trifling

fine was imposed. But the friends who had her in charge at that time,

were careful to conceal their intention of producing her in Court, and

her safety, even then, from the United States authorities, was only se-

cured by measures of precaution and strategy, promptly and fearlessly

executed. So her appearance at Norristown was without previous pub-

lic announcement, and a surprise to the audience ; and as she came

from, so she went to, a place of concealment. . There was no disposi-

tion, at any time, to trust*, for her freedom, to the protection of the law.

On the one hand, also, it is urged that Williamson not only never

obeyed, but never sought to obey the writ of habeas corpus, and that

Judge Kane, after a fruitless attempt to compel obedience*by three

months' imprisonment, discharged him of the contempt for which he

was committed, without requiring or receiving any further concession

than he was willing to make at the outset. And those who urge this

view of the case believe that Judge Kane was ready to avail himself

of any pretext to escape from an awkward position, and retire from a

futile contest. But, it is answered on the other hand, that Judge

Kane must have been satisfied, at the outset, that the recovery of the

alleged Slaves was improbable, if not impossible, and that that soon

ceased to be hi'i object ; but that his . purpose in inflicting punishment

upon Williamson, was to strike a decisive blow at a well-known, and

hitherto universally ackncTfledgcd prineiplo of Common Law, estab-

lished by many judicial decisions, that a Slave brought by his master

into a free State is ipso facto free ; to sub'stitute for , it the new and

monstrous doctrine, that the right of the master to his Slave, under the

laws of his own State, he carries with him all over the Union, the laws

of the Free States to the contrary notwithstanding ; and to familiarize

the public mind with this new exposition of law, and impress upon it

that any interference between Slaveholder and Slave, oven in a free

State, is an act deserving of punishment : That though he may have

been very well satisfied that he could not compel Mr. Williamson to

acknowledge in terms that he had committed this crime of abducting

Slaves from their lawful owner, it sufficiently answered the end he had

in view, if he could reduce him to the condition of a non-contestant,

and compel him to recede from the implied assertion that the persons

in question were not Slaves ; and that whereas Mr. Williamson, in
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his first return, had said that ho eould. not obey the writ which com-

manded him to bring certain Slaves before the court, as no such Slaves

were or had been in his possession, by which language the court and

the public understood him to mean that he would not even if he could

obey such a requisition, inasmuch as he did not recognize Jane John-

son and her children as Slaves ; so in his final answer to the interroga-

tory— an answer suggested by Judge Kane— he waived altogether

the point whether these persons were Slaves or not, in saying that ho

did not seek to obey the writ because it was not in his power ; and in

thus merely alleging inability as a reason for not complying with the

required duty, the duty itself was acknowledged, and its character undis-

puted. It is contended, therefore, that putting aside the individual

men concerned, and looking at the matter as an issue between Slavery

and Freedom— between the Union and the State— that the cause of

Liberty has suffered a elean defeat : that however little value may be

attached by legal men to the opinions of Judge Kane ; that even if his

rulings in this case should never be referred to as judicial precedents
;

yet the fact that a man, for believing that Slavery has no legal exist-

ence in^a' free State, ibr so informiug a Slave that happens to como in

his way, and for afterwards avowing the belief and the act in open

court, has been punished by three months' imprisonment in the common

jail, must, it is thought, exercise a most baneful influence, of far more

importance than" any mere judicial action, in familiarizing the public

mind with the idea that such an act as that of Williamson's is deserv-

ing of, or, at least, liable to, punishment, and in unsettling the belief,

hitherto universal and unquestioned, that tho right of the Slaveholder

to his Slaves was limited to his own State, except in the case of " fugi-

tives from labor," provided for in the Federal Constitution.

In suggesting these different views of the subject, held by differaut

members of your Committee, there i3 no intention of reflecting, in any

degree, upon the conduct of Mr. Williamson. All are agreed that to

him is due, in large measure, the sympathy and admiration which be-

long to those who, for conscience sake, patiently and bravely submit

to cruel and vindictive punishment, suffered, in his case, under circum-

stances of peculiar hardship, from despotic and unscrupulous authority.

We all cherish, as it deserves, the example of promptitude and direct-

ness with which he confronted the impudent Slaveholder, who dared to

defy the laws of a Free State, and the unhesitating determination which

delivered an ignorant and helpless woman and her children out of the

hands of a kidnapper. And we shall all rejoice to be assured by the
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next Slave case that occurs in Pennsylvania, that his example is more

powerful to prompt similar action, than his sufferings are to deter others

from like devotion and sacrifice.

Tee Garner Eamily.

If the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 has been a successful assertion

of arbitrary power in almost every instance in which it has been exerted,

so has it also served to bring the system of Slavery, in its undisguised

deformity, with all its sorrows and cruelties, home to the people of the

North, as it had never been brought before. Many of those who, un-

der this tyrannical law, have been returned to bondage, and who, but

for it, might have escaped, unnoticed and unknown, out of the hands

of the spoilers, have been persons who commanded, not merely sympa-

thy, bat respect and admiration. The circumstances, in some cases,

under which they made their- escape, the bravery with which, in others,

they, hMe defended themselves, their coolness and self-possession in the

hour of trial, and their fortitude under the heaviest affliction which can

befal a human being, are so many evidences to the character of the

people from whom they sprung, and of the system that makes them

Slaves. The most remarkable ease that has yet arisen under that Act,

the most touching, and the most terrible in some of its attending cir-

cumstances, occurred during the past winter afc Cincinnati.

On the 27th of January laBt, a party of eight persons, known as

Simon Gabner, and his wife, Mary Garner, and Robert Garner,

their sou, Slaves of ono Joen Marshall, and Margaret Garner, the

wife of Robert, with their four children, Slaves of one Archibald K.

Gaines, all of Kentucky, escaped in a sleigh, and with a pair of horses

belonging to Marshall, and drove to the Ohio River. Here leaving

their vehicle, they crossed upon the ice, and soon found refuge at the

house of one Kite, a free colored man, near a place called Mill Creek

Bridge, in Cincinnati. Their escape was soon discovered by Gaines,

who immediately started in pursuit, and traced them to their place of

retreat. Procuring from John L. Pendebry, a Ucited States Com-

missioner, the necessary warrant, and securing the services of a United

States Deputy Marshal, with assistants, Gaines went to the house of

Kite to arrest the fugitives,. Admission was demanded and refused.

An attempt was mado; to fir^^Ti ^atrance through a window, but one

of the assailants was shot at aad badly wounded by Robert, one of the
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fugitives, and the party retired. Gathering more force, they made,

after a short delay, a second attack. Bobert and Margaret fought

bravely and desperately to protect themselves, their parents, and their

children, in their right to liberty, but were soon; overpowered. But-

all were not to be taken alive. One of the children wad already dead

or dying, two others were bleeding profusely from severe wounds on

the throat, and the fourth, an infant, was shockingly bruised in tbo face

and head. The mother had attempted to save them all from Slavery

by death. She had succeeded , however, in taking the life of only one

of them, a little girl, of about three years of age, whose head was nearly

severed from its body. Such a deed excited universal horror and much

sympathy. Some trembled as they reflected upon what must have been

the sufferings of a woman who would rather take the lives of her chil-

dren with her own hands than that they should live to go back to that

condition in which she had passed all her days. Some blamed her

rashness, assuming that even if death for her children was preferable to

Slavery, she should have awaited the decision of the law before invad-

ing " the bloody house of life." But others feared that the instinct of

the frantic mother was truer than reason, and that she had nothing to

hope for when the officers of the government had once laid their hands

upon her and her family. The result proved that she was right.

The first effort in behalf of the fugitives was to procure a writ of

habeas corpus from Judge Burgoyne, of Cincinnati, which was put

into the hands of Deputy Sheriff Buckingham. This officer faithfully

discharged his duty, in keeping close to the prisoners, and in endeavoring

to get possession of them, in the name and authority of the State of

Ohio. The United States Marshal, however, refused to obey the writ,

and he was left, the next day, in quiet possession, by order of the

Sheriff, Buasuears. In the meantime a Coroner's Jury had brought

in a verdict of murder against Margaret Garner, for the death of the

child, and against her husband and his father as accessories.

The State of Ohio and the United States were thus brought face to

face on a question of jurisdiction. The prisoners were guilty, under a

law of the Federal Government, of having run away from certain men
in Kentucky, to whom they owed service or labor ; three outof the

four adults of the party were amenable to the State on an accusation

of the highest crime known to the laws.

No stronger case could have been created in which to test the char-

acter and the constitutionality of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, and

to decide the relation of a sovereign State to the Union. The result,
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as everybody knows, was, as it always has been in every conflict be-

tween the Federal Government and a Free State, to signalize anew the

arrogance a: d the strength of the Slave Power, and the imbecility and

pusillanimity of a Northern State. The decision of the Coroner's Jury,

the writ of habeas corpus granted by Judge Burgoyne, the subsequent

finding of a true bill by the Grand Jury against Margaret Garner,

a£ v».*ineipal, and two of her companions as accessories, in a murder,

were each and all of them sufficient authority on which the officers of

the State of Ohio might, and should, at every hazard, have taken and

maintained possession of the prisoners. They failed lamentably and

completely in this duty. Perhaps it was not possible for the Executive

of the State, without an illegal assumption of authority, to coerce these

officers in the fulfillment of so evident a duty, or to find others willing

and ready to dischargt it ; but it is unfortunate for the fair fame of

Ohio that she had not a Governor, who, in such a crisis was ready to

override, if necessary, all forms of law, and assert the dignity and rights

of the State. The Governor, the Sheriff, and the Courts, however,

acted, as, we are sorry to be compelled to believe, the authorities of

any other Northern State would have acted under similar circumstances.

For four weeks the fugitives were detained in Cincinnati on trial before

Commissioner Penderry, as Fugitive Slaves, and were held, during

that time, in the possession of the United States Marshal, or subject to

his authority. Perhaps had they been brought to trial for an offence

against the laws of Ohio, a jury of freemen would have found a mitiga-

tion of the crime in the sudden frenzy of the mother, who saw the utter

destruction of her hopes of freedom, and believed that there was no

deliverance for her child from Slavery except in death. And to all

the prisoners, undoubtedly, a Penitentiary would have been a welcome

exchange for a life of bondage. But there was no trial except for the

crime of being "fugitives from labor."- The defence was conducted,

on behalf of the prisoners, by Mr. Jolliffe, of Cincinnati, with great

zeal and ability. He claimed and endeavored to show by a mass of

evidence that Mary Garner, Simon Garner, Jr., and Margaret
Garner, had ail, at a previous period, been voluntarily brought into

Ohio by their masters, and that they, therefore, as well as Margaret's

children born since that time, were entitled to their freedom under the

laws of that State. He relied, however, far more upon the Divine than

the human law, in relation to Slavery, Ls his argument before the court,

but probably was not surprised to find that the Statutes of the Almighty

were not recognized in the court of Mr. Commissioner Penderry, who
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fell back upon certain precedents in the records of the Supreme Court

of the United States, and decided that, oven if tho Slaves had been

entitled to freedom, at any former period, by being taken into a Free

State by their masters, they had forfeited that right by voluntary

returning to a Slave State. He therefore decided against the prisoners,

and remanded them into the custody of the claimants.

It was said during the progress of the trial,, both publicly and pri-

vately, on behalf of Gaines, the alleged owner of Margaret Garner,

that there would be no attempt, on his part, to evade a requisition from

the Governor of Ohio upon the Governor of Kentucky, should one be

made for Margaret, as a fugitive from justice. Faith seems to have

been given to this Slaveholder's promise, and the requisition was sent,

and granted by tho Kentucky Governor. But. as might have been

expected, care was taken by Gaines to render it futile. Margaret

and her children were on their way to a South-Western State— tho

dreaded "down the river" of the Kentucky Slave— before the mes-

senger from Ohio could reach him.

But death came once more as an angel of mercy. An accident

occurred to the boat on which they were embarked, and Margaret,

with her infant child in her arms, wrs either thrown or sprang over-

board. The child was lost. Whetter the mother was incapable of

saving it, or whether she chose to leavo it to its fate, is known only to

her and to God. It is certain that she looked calmly upon the waters

that closed over it, and was heard to rejoice that it also was free.

And here ends all public knowledge of her and hei'" companions.

No further attempt has ever been made by the Executive of Ohio to

assert the sovereignty of that State and the dignity of her laws. Mar-

garet Garner and her surviving children, her husband and their

parents have, ere this, probably, been separated forever at the auction-

block, and are expiating on some of the, plantations of the South-West,

where the average duration of the life of a Slave is estimated to be but

seven years, the crime of an attempt to escape from bondage.

Obituary.

The members of this Society have had to deplore, within the last

year, a severe loss in the death of Mr. J. B. Estlin, of Bristol,

England. He died early in June, his last conscious act being one of

devotion to the Anti-Slavery cause, as it was at an Anti-Slavery meet-
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ing at his own house— which he was too ill to leave— that he was

seized with a final paralytic attack, which
;
in a few hours, terminated

in death.

For many years Mr. Estlin has been a leading and influential mind

in the small band of intelligent, uncompromising, and devoted opponents

of American Slavery in Great Britain. His great benevolence early

attracted him to the beauty, the excellence, and the necessity of the

Anti-Slavery cause ; and his directness of purpose, guided by a clear

intellectual insight, led him to recognize, in the American Anti-Slavery

Society, the only probable instrument of the peaceful abolition of

Slavery. He made himself familiar with all the relations of the ques-

tion in thi« country ; he weighed and measured all the obstacles which

met the cause in every step of its progress ; he learned to detect its

enemies under every guise, whether of faint-hearted friends, or of open

or treacherous foes ; and no emergency arose, either at home or abroad,

that he was not ready to meet with counsel and action. To him, more

than to any other man, is it due that the object, the measures, and the

character of the friends of the American Society are understood and

appreciated by the most intelligent and most sincere of the English

Abolitionists. And the individual representatives of this Society, who,

from time to time, have found in England no safer councillor, and no

more steadfast friend. "His death," said George Thompson, in The

(London) Empire, on the occasion of that event,

" Will fill with sorrow the hearts of multitudes in the United States,

who, though most of them have seen him not, have yet learnt to regard

him with feelings of reverence and affection for his disinterested labors

in. the cause of American freedom. The Chapmans, Westons, Fol-

LEN3, GAERISOSS,""BuF¥dMS7"Pi^SBUKY?, BWOkASStfSpBftOW'NS, and

Crafts, were cherished guests at his hearth, and a kind and gentle

host was he. He was preeminently and emphatically a working Aboli-

tionist. For many years—indeed, untii his strength almost altogether

failed hira— he was engaged in an active correspondence with the

friends of the cause in this country and the United States, promoting

their friendly cooperation and affording them such information and

advice as at once showed how extensive was his knowledge and how
wise wa3 his counsel. Many and valuable were the contributions, on

the subject of slavery, which he made, during a long course of years,

to various newspapers and periodicals. He was the life and soul of

the Bristol and other Anti-Slavery Associations. His drawing-room

was the gathering-place of the choicest anti-slavery spirits in the West
of England. Ho spoke but seldom, but his speeches were always de-

livered at the right time, in the right spirit, and in the right place j and
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this may be truly said of the simple and unadorned but faithful ad-

dresses which he delivered before the religious body with which he was
associated. Our readers need scarcely be told that he was munificent

in his contributions to the anti-slavery cause. He, indeed, was a
" cheerful giver." Many are the fugitive slaves in this country who
owe their home, education, and employment to him. For nearly three

years be has been the chief support of an anti-slavery paper, which
has worthily represented his views, and which, we trust, will long con-

tinue to do so, although he has departed."

i

The testimony of E. D. Webb, of Dublin, in The (London) Anti-

Slavery Advocate, is no less emphatic.

" It is not," he says, " too much to say that within the last fifteen

years, during which an interest in the anti-slavery cause in the United

States has been developed in England, that cause has sustained no

greater loss than by the death of Mr. Estlin. The American Aboli-

tionists have had no fellow-laborer on this side of the Atlantic more
respected for his personal qualities, and for the whole-heartedness with

which be devoted time, talents, and money to the promotion of their

common object. He fully apprehended the greatness of their enter-

prise ; he knew that it was no effort of sentimental romantic sympathy
with people merely because they are black and far off. He felt that

in laboring with and for the Abolitionists he was doing what in him lay

for the American people, and for the cause of civil liberty and human
progress throughout the world. * * * * *

" Our acquaintance with Mr. Estlin commenced about ten years

ago, in similarity of interest in this cause ; and it soon ripened into a'

friendship which was truly delightful to us from the cordiality of his

"inndness and the completeness of his confidence. It was a blessing

such as one rarely meets with in a lifetime.

" It was entirely owing to his earnest wish that the objects and efforts

of the American Abolitionists should be impartially brought before the

British public that The Anti-Slavery Advocate, was first published,

and it has been sustained chiefly by his bounty. We do not hesitate

to mention this fact, as it is well known how rarely any periodical hav-

ing only a reformatory object pays its own expenses ; and that, unless

the deficiency in the returns were made up by their supporters, few

such publications could continue to exist.

" It will interest our readers to know that, only the day before the

attack of illness which terminated his valuable life, Mr. Estlin sent us

the manuscript of the letter which appears in the present number,

resigning his membership in the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery

Society. Ho believed that faithfulness to the anti-slavery cause re-

quired him to bear his testimony thus publicly, and he never shrank

from the performance of a duty because it was disagreeable.

7
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So the Rev. S. Almied Steinthall, of Bridgewater, England, says,

in a letter to the Rev. S. May, Jr., published in The Liberator

:

" We, in England, have suffered a heavy loss indeed in the death of

our good and noble leader, Mr. Estlin. There is no one amongst us

able to take his place ; and yet to need not despair. We should not

have learned the lesson his life is able to teach, did we not feel faith

in the great truth, that God is able to raise up men suited to the -work

required, and able to accomplish it. I am rejoiced that you are writing

a memorial of his excellence for our American friends. Such a man
deserves to be known and reverenced. His example is an encourage-

ment to all, and, being dead, he yet speaketh. There are few individ-

uals who have accomplished more thao he did. I remember very well

when I thought he was absorbed in the one great question of Slavery

(and no disgrace would it be to be absorbed in such a question, involv

ing all the holiest interests of humanity,) and it was only by degrees

that I learned to estimate him rightly, and. to feel that wherever the .re

was Buffering, he was ready to assist. The Eye Dispensary, which he
established in Bristol, and which remains a monument worthy of his

name, is indeed a wonderful proof of what persevering benevolence,

founded upon religious principle, can accomplish. We cannot mourn
for him. lie lived and died working for his fellow men ; and who is

there amongst us that would not rejoice if he could live as he lived, and
die as he died 1 He was a noble man, and we who knew him must be
grateful unto God that we were permitted to see how devotedly a fellow

mortal could consecrate bis whole being to the service of our Father

who is in heaven ! In our denomination, we shall miss him frequently.

His voice and hi3 influence will no longer be exerted visibly and audi-

bly among us. but his spirit will, I hope, not be lGst, and we need not

fear that he has lived in vain."

The devotion of Mr. Estltn to the cause of Emancipation, was,

indeed, only the index to his general character- He was the friend of

progress, and the enemy of oppression everywhere, and no cause,

whether directed to the spiritual or intellectual benefit, or to the mate-

rial interests of his fellow creatures, appealed to him in vain. In his

own immediate neighborhood, he illustrated his principles by the largest

and most enlightened benevolence, as a citizen and in the practice of

his profession, and great as the reverence must be in which we, in this

country, shall hold his memory, there are, in his own, a multitude who

mourn for him as a personal benefactor.

It is proper to add that Mr. Estlin made, by will, a bequest to this

Society of £100.
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William H. Ashurst.—We have to record another death among

our friends in England— that of William H. Ashorst, Esq., of Lon-

don, who died in November last. The readers of The Liberator have

long been familiar with him as a correspondent of that paper, under the

signature of "Edward Search," mrl the few who enjoyed that privilege

will recall with pleasure their brief acquaintance with him on his visit

to this country in the summer of 1853.

The place of such a man as Mr. Ashurst, in the ranks of reformers,

is not easily filled. By his writings, and h:s personal influence and

efforts, ho has done more than most men to advance the various impor-

tant practical movements by which his time is distinguished. The

Postage reform, in Great Britain, has given a world-wide reputation to

Rowland Hits,, as one of the benefactors of the age. In that long

and laborious struggle, Mr. Hill found no assistant so zealous and so

efficient as Mr. Ashurst ; and to him, next to Rowland Hill himself,

if not equally with that distinguished man, is due the introduction of a

system which has been productive of so much good throughout the

British Empire, and which may serve as the model for that department

of Government wherever the Post is known.

Mr. Ashorst was a liberal in politics and theology, and every move-

ment, whether at home or abroad, that promised to benefit the human

race, had his hearty support. In his house, the friendless and needy

exile whom oppression had driven from his own country, found »a wel-

come, and, if need be, a home ; and the man who wanted aid or comfort

in any good cause, or who needed succor when he had failed in its

advocacy, or subjected himself to persecution for his earnestness, was

sure to find in him a ready and a steady friend. The Anti-Slavery Cause

has always enlisted his warmest sympathies. A Fugitive Slave never

appealed to him in vain. He delighted to know and to extend his

generous hospitality to the American Abolitionist, and these of them

who were present at the exciting scenes of the World's Convention of

1840, will not forget the earnest and manly way, and the clear and

eloquent words, in which be rebuked the narrow sectarianism of the

managers of that meeting.

His social and professional position was a high one. As a lawyer he

took a high rank, and especially in ecclesiastical law was looked up to

as an authority. Without doubt, however, his fine and cultivated mind,

and his great industry and perseverance, would bav^ beep „ sure to, win

distinction in any walk of life, as his urbanity, lis gentle breeding,
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and kindness of heart secured for him the respect and love of all who

knew him.

Anti-Slavery Operations— The Lecturing Field.

The Society, during the year past, has gone, to the very verge of its

ability in sending forth the living heralds of Anti-Slavery Truth and

Righteousness. It has had its agents, for longer or shorter periods,

in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut, New York, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana., Illinois, and Wis-

consin.

In doing this work, it has to acknowledge, which it gratefully does,

the important assistance received from the Auxiliary State Societies in

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan.

The following persons have acted as Lecturing Agents of the Society

during the year past :— Abby Kelley Foster, Stephen S. Foster,

Charles C. Burleigh, Andrew T. Foss, Charles L. Remond, Wil-

liam Wells Brown, Aaron M. Powell, John H. Philleo, Giles

B. Stebbins, Joseph A. Howland, and William H. Fish. An ap-

pointment was made of Alonzo J. Grover, as an Agent in the State of

Illinois, but unforeseen circumstances prevented his entering the field.

Samuel May, Jr., the General Agent of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery

Society, has acted in part as General Agent of this Society, an-anging

the meetings and lectures of several of the Agents, and himself attend-

ing some of them. The Society has also been favored with the occa-

sional aid, in the lecturing field, of William Lloyd Garrison and

Wendell Phillips. 13

Mrs. Foster's health has prevented her doing anything through the

autumn and winter past for the cause. Previously to that, both as Gen-

eral Financial Agent, and as lecturer, she was actively engaged in the

Society's service.

Mr. Foster has labored in New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode

Island, and, especially, in Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin.

Mr. Foss's labors were in New Hampshire, Massachusetts, &c.

Mr. Remond's field of service was mainly in New England.

Mr. Burleigh, while Agent of this Society, visited and lectured in

Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Ohio, &c.

; Mr. Brows, as ah Agent, visited and labored in New Hampshire,

Yera-en*, MassacbuEctts, Maine, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
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Mr. Powell labored for a short time in the State of New York, but

from August, 1855, until April, 1856, was actively and uninterrupt-

edly engaged in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana.

Mr. Stebbins's services to the cause were rendered wholly at the West.

Mr. Philleo's labors have been wholly in the Western country,—
for a time in Ohio, and, subsequently, from September to March, in

Michigan, Wisconsin, &c.

Mr. Howland's lecturing labors have been in Massachusetts, (Wor-

cester and Essex counties,) in New Hampshire, and in Maine.

Mr. Eish has labored, as an Agent of this Society, wholly in the

State of New York.

In carrying forward this work, our lecturers have had the hearty co-

operation of the Agents of the Auxiliary Societies, among whom we

may name, in addition to several of those already mentioned as Agents

for a time of this Society, Rev. Robert Hassall, of Massachusetts
;

Miss Sallie Holley, of New York ; Mrs. J. H. Philleo, of Michigan

;

and Maritjs R. Robinson, James Barnaby, and Charles S. S. Gtrie'-

ting, of Ohio.

The Society has had a most able representative and efficient Agent

in Great Britain, for the past two years, in the person of Parker Pills-

bury. Single-eyed devotedness to the highest and truest interests of

Freedom* searching discrimination in detecting every form of Pro-

Slavery hostility, and intelligent perception of the best means of aiding

the cause, have characterized his labors in the old world, and entitle

him to the most cordial regard and gratitude of this Society, and of every

friend to it. His return, which is now daily expected, will be joyfully

greeted by troops of friends, from every one of whom, we believe, he

will receive the well-merited tribute, Well done, good and faithful ser-

vant of the Cause of Humanity.

Tract Department.

The publication and gratuitous distribution of the series of brief

Tracts of the Society, have been steadily continued during the year,

to the extent of the means placed in our hands for that purposa. Last

year we reported the publication of thirteen tracts. During the past

year, four additional Tracts have been prepared and published, as

follows :
—
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No. 14. " How can I help to Abolish Slavery ? " By Mrs.

Maria W. Chapman.

No. 15. "What have we as Individuals to Do with Slavery ?

By Miss Susan C. Cabot.

No. 18. The American Tract Society ; and Its Policy oi'

Suppression and Silence. Being the Unanimous Remonstrance

(against said Society's course) of the Fourth Congregational Church,

Hartford, Conn. By Bev. W. W. Paiton, Pastor.

No. 17. The Groi> of the Bible Against Slavery. By Rev.

Charles Beecher.

The whole number of Tracts printed during t je year past was eighty-

five thousand seven hundred and fifty. At an average of ten pages to

each tract, and we think the average of those printed is rather above

this, it will show nearly nine hundred thousand pages cf tracts printed

and distributed. To which, if we add a very large number of other

publications, (including a large supply of the Tracts of the Leeds

[Eng.~\ Anti-Slavery Association,) gratuitously distributed by this

Society, wo have a total of not less than a million and a quarter pages

of sound Anti-Slavery doctrine, appeal, and exhortation, scattered

abroad through the land, during the year past ; and we have reason to

believe judiciously and effectively scattered. Adding this to the one

million and three quarters pages of tracts distributed during tho pre-

vious year, and we have the total of three millions pages of sound Anti-

Slavery reading disseminated by this Society, since the establishment

of the Tract Fund.

In order to further the wisest distribution of these Tracts, the Society
1

has employed, during the past year, three Colporteurs, so called, viz

:

Joseph A. Howland, Caroline F. Putnam and Daniel S. Whitney,

the last for a much briefer period than could have been desired.

Miss Putnam has generally accompanied Miss Holley, (a Lecturing

Agent of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society,) in her lecturing

tours, and has done a good work for the cause wherever she has

gone. With regard to Mr. Howland, we quote the language of Mr.

May, in his last Annual Statement to the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery

Society :—

" Mr. Howland' s labors as a Colporteur of the American Auti-

Slavery Society, have been of the most persevering and uncompromising
sort. He has travelled through town after town in Massachusetts,

visiting every school-district, every house and shop, passing by none
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whom a word of counsel or instruction could reach, and has carried

sound doctrine, the undiluted truth of God to many hearts and homes,

where before it had ^.een known but partially, if at all, on this subject.

It is obvious that, in doing so minute and thorough a work, many disa-

greeable and painful experiences must occur, as well as those of an
opposite description. These close personal inquiries and conferences

did not fail to reveal much of the sources and nature of the opposition

existing in the Northern States to the Anti-Slavery cause. At some
future time, it may be that Mr. Howland will prepare for publication

in our papers a record of his experiences as an Anti-Slavery colporteur

and lecturer. Viewed only in a philosophical point, and with reference

to the better study and understanding of the New England mind, and
of those sectarian and clerical, or political and self-seeking influences

which go to shape and form it, such a record would be a valuable one."

Mr. Howland has also spent several weeks in the cities of New
York and Brooklyn, engaged in various labors in behalf of the Society.

We regret to inform the Society that the Fund for the publication

and circulation of the tracts is now entirely exhausted. This branch of

our operations should not be allowed to be crippled and brought to an

end, and therefore we earnestly recommend the Society to take the

measures needful to replenish the tract-treasury. On this point, also,

we use the words of Mr. May :
—

" The Tract.Fund of the American Society needs replenishing and
enlarging- Our friends should remember this fund. In nearly every

town in New England, [and the remark should not be limited to New
England,] if a moderate effort were made, by an intelligent person

resident in the town, a handsome sum might be collected for this fund

;

and many would contribute to it who would not help the cause in any
other way. Cur tracts may safely challenge the scrutiny of the most

fastidious and the most prejudiced. In respect of logical force, clear

statement, abundant authority for their startling facts and disclosures,
1

and moral and truly Christian character, they invite and will bear the

closest inspection. Millions of their pages have gone over the land,

doing a silent but irresistible work in behalf of justice and humanity

;

and we ask the vrue, the unselfish, the real friends of the Anti-Slavery

cause, to continue their support of this work, and see to it that it does

not languish and fail through their forgetfulness and lack of timely aid."

Newspapebs.

The newspaper press, under the control and influence of this Society

and its auxiliaries, remain in the same position as at our last Report.
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No new publications Lave been undertaken, nor, so far as we are

informed, lias there been any material increase «r diminution in the

number of readers to those already existing. The number of news-

papers, however, in the country, which are, to a certain degree, of an

Anti-Slavery character, is rapidly increasing. The recent outrages and

aggressions cf the Slav--Power have developed an ardent and active

hostility to Slavery, in the Northern peopb, and it finds no more effec-

tive and speedy expression than through the popular press- That

hostility takes chiefly a political direction, and does not seek, indeed is

hardly patient of a press that is not positively partisan, or at least of

political proclivities. Such a press advances pari passu with popular

enthusiasm, and meets, therefore, the popular demand. The public do

not go beyond their own acknowledged necessities, and seek in the

Anti-Slavery newspapers the instruction and guidance which would-

lead them to labor for and demand the Immediate and Unconditional

Emancipation of the Slave, or their own complete freedom from all

moral and political responsibility for the continued existence of Slavery.

The necessity for such publications, however, is as great now as it ever

was, and iheir influence increases as others approach their moral stand-

ard. It is a fact well known to all Abolitionists, that the staple of

political Anti-Slavery speeches and the Anti-Slavery editorials of popu-

lar journals, are drawn from the great mass of materials which for a

quarter of a century has been heaped together in the books, papers,

and pamphlets of the various Anti-Slavery Societies ; and not only this,

but the method of treatment, the line of argument, tbe moral aspect,

and the political beaming of the whole subject, are mainly those with

which the speakers and writers among us have so long endeavored to

arouse the attention of the people. To continue to do this service will

still be the duty we owe to the cause till our work is finished, and

which we cannot do without all the instrumentalities which we have

hitherto so successfully used.

Unquestionably the work would be done more speedily and more

directly if our field of influence could be extended, and particularly if

our y ,y spapers could be brought to the knowledge of a larger class of

reader^ who need them without wishing for them, and who, perhaps,

are not aware of their existence or character. And this we are confi-

dent eouid be done if every oue among us felt a stronger interest in

their circulation, and made it a personal duty to excite that interest in

others.
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Fairs.

It is nof. necessary in this brief review of tbe appliances and moano

at the command of this Society, or used in its behalf, to do more than

refer to the several Fairs held periodically in different parts of the

country, as tbe reports of their managers are, no doubt, familiar to all

under whose notice these pages are likely to fall. It is not out of

place in us, however, to bear our grateful and cordial testimony to the

zeal and efficiency with which these important purveyors of material

aid are conducted. It is not easy to conceive how active efforts against

Slavery and for the creation of a healthy Northern sentiment in regard

to it, could have been maintained without the support afforded by these

instrumentalities. The Anti-Slavery organization, from the necessity

,

of the case, has been, and indeed is, a very limited one, including not

many rich, nor many powerful, and yet dependent wholly upon the

voluntary contributions of those disposed to promulgate its principles.

Unlike most movements appealing professedly to the moral and re-

ligious convictions of the people, it asked for aid of those toward whom
its missionary efforts were directed— the public at large. It naturally

aroused anger, hostility, and contempt in a Pro-Slavery community,

and the more faithful it was to its proposed purpose, the more certainly

it cut itself off from all chances of general support. It would have

been ersv to make it a popular movement by compromising and half-

way measures, and weak and timid advocates have, from time to time,

yielded to this temptation, and have met with their reward. It might,

by such a course, have enlisted the Church, and have commanded the

support of charitable but conservative people who pre lavish of means

for the advancement of popular schemes of benevolence. It might thus

have gained the whole world, but it would have lost its own. soul. It

has been, and is, content to be poor, that it may continue io be right-

eous. But to meet this emergency of poverty the happy expediency of

Fairs was hit upon, through which the public have been willing to givo

an indirect support to the cause, and supply, in great part, the means

of an agitation directed first to the conversion of the Northern people.

To a few energetic women in Boston, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and

other places, it is due that the movement has not been, io a great de-

gree, crippled for the want of these necessary pecuniary resources.

These have been seconded by the zealous efforts of hundreds of smaller
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u circles " in villages and towns, and particularly by the generous and

unceasing efforts of our friends abroad to supply the Fairs with mer-

chandise of i a character sure to meet with a demand not easily satisfied

in other marts. The larger proportion of the sum expended annually

by this Society comes from this source, and we cannot too often ac-

knowledge our sense of a duty faithfully discharged by those, both at

home and abroad, who thus add to our means of effectual servico to the

Cause of Freedom.

WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON, President,

Edmund Qoincy, )

Sydney H. Gay, )
Secretaries.
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To Balance from old Account, > 84,953 38

" DoBiUon and Standard Accounts, 12,862 91

" Publication Account, • • • 76 95

$17,893 19

Receipts for the Year, ending May 1st, 1856, of the

American Anti-Slavery Societies and its Auxiliaries,

Expenditures, • • • • •

$33,646 53

29,138 90
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" Publication Account, • • • • • •'
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S17.893 19

(B. E.)

S. H. GAY, Assistant Treasurer.
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TWENTY-THIRD
ANNIVERSARY Ofr THE AMERICAN ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY,

MAY, 1856.

The S: v held its Twenty-third Anniversary at the City Assembly

Rooms, No. 446 Broadway, New York, on Wednesday morning, May 7.

The meeting was called to* order by the President of the Society, Mr.

Garrison, at 10£ o'clock, who read a few versus from the 6th and 7th chap-

ters of Jeremiah; after which, an opportunity being offered to any one

who felt disposed to offer vocal prayer, a prayer was offered by Theodorb
Parker.

The President then stated to the Society that their Treasurer, Francis

Jackson, was detained at hom-i by illness, but his report will be presented at

a subsequent meeting, likewise the report of the Secretary, It was worthy

of remark that this was the only time for the last twenty-one years that their

beloved and respected friend, Francis Jackson, had not bmn present at the

Anniversary ; it was not deemed prudent, in the preseai precarious state of

his health for him to leave home.

The President then read the following resolutions, which were to be the

subject of action at the future meetings :— -

1. Resolved, That, organized as it was tb effect the entire abolition of

chattel Slavery In our country, the American Anti-Slavery Society will not
have fulfilled its mission until the last Slave shall ha-«re been set free, and
" liberty prpclaimed throughout all the land to all the inhabitants thereof."

2. Resolved, That in a c\ulse so humane and righteous, We can know
nothing of weariness or despondency— nothing of concession or compromise
^- nothing of effecting a truce or beating a retreat ; but, recognizing in every
Slave " a man and a brother," asserting his right to immediate and uncon-
ditional emancipation, and proclaiming the sinfulness of Slaveholding under
all circumstances, we shall continue to call men and things by th^.r right

names— to " agitate, . agitate, agitate," giving the oppressor no repose in

his iniquity, and the land no rest, so lo^g as a single fetter remains to be
broken.
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_
3. Resolved, That Slavery hus not only cloven down the rights of its vic-

tims, but impaired the reason and paralyzed the conscience of the Slaveholder— turning the South into one vast Bedlam, without any restraint upon its
madness j fulfilling the ancient declaration that, " whom the gods intend
to destroy, Chey first render insane."

4. Resolved, That the Anti-Slavery sentiment, which is "bounded by 36
deg. 30 min. north latitude," is unbounded foolishness and measureless in-

, fatuation.

5. Resolved, That we are struggling not for the non-extension, but for the
non-existence of Slavery— not to make it sectional, but to drive it out of
the land— not to restore the Missouri Compromise, but to terminate all com-
promises.— not to repel the aggressions of the Slave Power upon Northern
rights, but to secure Freedom and Equality to all who dwell upon the Amer-
ican soil,— making the imbruted Slave the test of all Statesmanship, all
patriotism, all philanthropy, and all true religion.

6. Resolved, That the right to enslave a human beiiig, on any pretence
whatever, is not a debatable question, any more than is the right to commit
adultery, burglary, highway robbery, or piracy; and to every defence or
apology for its exercise, ours is the good old Revolutionary reply, " We bold
these truths to be self-evident— that all men are created equal ; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among
these are life, liberty,, and the pursuit of happiness."

7. Resolved, That all constitutional liberty has ceased to exist in this
country; that none but "the traffickers in Slaves and souls of men" are
permitted to enjoy freedom of speech and of the press, wherever they plant
their feet ; that we are living under the sway of «« Border Ruffianism," in-
carnated in the person of Fbanklin Piehcb— no longer the legitimate Presi-
dent of the United States, but one deserving of immediate impeachment and
removal for his perfidy and treason as the unscrupulous tool of the Slave
Power ; snd, therefore, that we are in the midst of a revolution, to throw ofi
the chains of a Slaveholding oligarchy, a thousand times more intolerable' to
be borne than any ever imposed upon our Revolutionary fathers, by the,
mother couKtry.

8. Resolved, That we shall neither give nor ask for any quarter ; but our
motto is, " Tictory or Death."

The President then introduced to the meeting the Rev. Samuel J. Mat, of
Syracuse, New York, who addressed it at length. He was followed by Mr.
Chablbs Lenox. Remond, uf Salem, Mass. J Mrs. Lucy Stone Blackwell,
of Cincinnati, Ohio ; and the Rev. Theodobe Pabkeb, of Boston^ succes-

sively. Pull phonographic reports of their speeches appeared in The Standard,

of May 10th and 24th.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

The Society again assembled at the City Assembly Rooms, arid was called

to order by the President. , >
,

Samuel May, Jr., from the Committee of Arrangements, reported the fol-

lowing nominations for Committees, &c, for the more perfect organization of

the meeting :
—

Bttsinesa Committee.— Samuel J. May, Lt^retia Moxt, Oliver Johnson,
James Miller McKim, Abby Kelley Foster, Charles L. Remond, Mabius
R. Robinson, William Wells Bkown, C. C. Bubleiou.
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Committee to Nominate Officers for ensuing Year.— Edmund Quincy, of

Massachusetts; Robert Purvis, of Pennsylvania; Mariuo R. Rosinson,

of Ohio ; Pliny Sexton, of Palmyra, New York ; Amy Post, of Rochester,

New York; Edmund Jackson, of Eoston, Massachusetts; Laurbn Wet-
more, of New York City.

. Finance Committee.— Josefh A. Howland, Susan B. Anxiiosy, Lydia

Mott, Rowland Johnson, Phebe H. Jones.

Secretaries of Meeting.— Samuel May, Jr., of Massachusetts ; Aaron M.
Powell, of Ghent, New York.

The Society, by a unanimous vote, adopted the organization recommended.

The President read the eight Resolutions which had beea presented in the

morning.

Arnold Bufpum detailed a conversation he had recently had with a Slave-

holder from a Southern State. This man, he said, took the ground that the

Northern States were as directly involved, and as guilty, in regard to the

Slavery of the mill'nnR of Southern Slaves, as the Southern Slavohold-jra

themselves; and in this Mr. B. thought the Southerner wac clearly right.

He went on \o illustrate this point, very effectively. He remarked that he

did not liko to hear the Slaves or others spoken of as Africans, or as negroes,

or as colored persons. For they were r,ot Africans ; neither were they, as a

class, negroes, nor were they colored persons exclusively— no more so, in-

deed, thar everybody is, for all are colored in one way and degree or another.

He had seen, in the District of Columbia, a coffle of forty Slaves, of whom
sixteen were pointed out as the children of their white owners, some of whom
were as white as his own children. The father of the Slaveholder, said Mr-

B., (with whom I conversed yesterday,) lived at Newport, where, it is well

known, many families acquired vast wealth by the Slave trade ; I asked if it

were true that those wealthy Slave-trading families had become extinct. He
said fist, it was even sg. Mr. B. also alluded to the fact that of the seven

distinguished Southern men who had been Presidents of the United States—
"Washington, Jeffeusonv Madison, Monroe, Jackson, Polk, and Tavlor—
not one of them had left a son— certainly not a legitime e son. Mr. Buitum
saw something more than an accident in this. It was, to his mind, ,the man-
ifest finger of God, setting a mark upon these men C>r the part they had

borne in the great iniquity of Slavery.

Henry C. Howells, of New Jersey, wished to bear hU^ving testimony to

the value of the principles of the American Anti-Slavery Society, to which

he had been led by degrees, from his early days, and which he rejoiced to

hold.

Charles C. Burleigh traced the successive demands which the Slave

Power had made of the country, till now they demanded not only Kanzas

and Nebraska, and the mastery of the whole territory of the Union, but also

the right to go into every Northern State with their Slaves, for transit or for

temporary sojourn— an entering wedge to the full establishment of Slavery

there. Mr. Burlcv; i- showed how wholly inadequate, how useless, and how
absurd it is to attempt to resist the single and local encroachments of Slavery
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— what iolly it is to make the mere non-extension of Slavery an issue with

the South. There is no eafety, and can bo no success, in anything short of

striking at the monster's very existence. Slaveky must die the death.

No o her principle, or policy, or measure, is adequat e to save u». Kanzas is no

better to me than Virginia ; I have no more interest to keep Slavery out of the

former tha*i I have to root it out of the latter. Do you say it should be shut

out of Kanzas because it is a gross immorality, and an unqualified infraction

of every law of God, I say it is equally so everywhere, all over the vast re-

gion which it now occupies. Whoever commanded at Sebastopol would

have been considered as wnolly unintelligent, and unequal to his position,

who should confine himself to preventing the Kussians from erecting new
works, leaving his main fortressjvholly untouched.

Mr. Burlttgh proceeded to show what a tremendous power was brought

to bear in favor of Slavery by that large class of men who claim that Ameri-

can Slavery is justified by God ^nd by the patriarchal institutions of the

Bible, as do the leading religious teachers and churches of the land, either

directly or by their religious union and fellowship with Slaveholders.

Stephen S, Fosteh said it was the glory of our platform that every man's

idea, opinion, and course were freely criticised here. We are charged by our

opponents with being do -nothing abolitionists. "What is work f Is not that

the best work which consists in the promulgation of the great truths which

arouse the conscience, warm the heart, and quicken every man to action?

But there is a sense in which we are Do-nothings ; we do nothing to help hold

the Slave in his chains, a9 even our Republican friends are doing by their

position in this Slaveholding Union* They are working, it is true, but much
they do tends to strengthen the chains of the Slave. We are certainly iising

the whole force of our moral indignation against Slavery in Kanzas as well

-« as they. But they are seeking to elevate William H. Sewaiu), or some

other man, to the Presidential chair, where his first act must be to take an

oath to carry the obligations of the Constitution into effect. By that oath,

William H. Sewaiid must become Kidnapper-General of the Nation— the

Head of a nation of twenty millions of people who have entered into solemn

covenant to give 'protection and privileges to the Slaveholder, and to withhold

both from the Slave. I am not denying that a strong and sincere Anti-

Slavery feeling prevails among the Republican party ; but such feeling is

also found in the Democratic party, and in thb Whig party, if that can be

spoken of as an existing party. It is the position of all these parties, as sup-

porters of a Government and Union which is the deadly foe of the Slave,

that I protest against and condemn. And wo must continue to rebuke the

Free Soil Republican party, or wc must give up rebuking anybody. Wo
. must be impartial ; we must not consent to wrong or injustice in any one

;

we must not seek to cover it up, especially when those who are, in many
respects, our friends, are in a guilty position.

S. J. Mat (being in the chair) said he thought the position of the Repub-

lican party essentially different from that of the other parties,

Mr. Foster invited Mr. May to take the platform and show what the

. difference is.
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Mr. May declined speaking at present.

Mr. Foster read a portion of a recent debate in the United States Senate,

when Senator Brown, of Mississippi, read an extract from a London paper,

The Telegraph, (said by Mr. Cass to have the largest circulation of any paper

in England.) The article distinctly took the ground that, in a contest -w ith

the tJiuttd States of America, Great Britain would arm the Slaves of the

United States. Mr. Brown characterized the article as an atrocious one ; he

said he would do his friend who handed him the paper, (Senator Foot, of

Vermont,) the justice to say that he assured him (Mr. Brown) that, in case

of such a contest with any foreign power, every Northern State would come

with alacrity, to the support of the Slaveholding States. And this was Mr.

Foot, one of those Northern politicians whom Mr. Parker eulogized, this

morning, as one of the staunch friends of freedom !

Mr. Stephen P. Andrews said he could take the oath to support the

United States Constitution, eyen if understanding it just as S. . S. Foster

does., and with the full determination in his mind, at the time he took the

oath, not to comply with a single provision in it which he deemed wrong.

He should justify the act thus— the law and common sense recognize the

fact, that a man is not held to fulfill certain promises because made under

physical constraint and dures<j ; so he should argue that his oath was taken

under a moral duress.

C. C. Bdrleigh remarked briefly on a few points in Mr. Foster's speech.

He thought there was a decided and marked growth of Anti-Slavery in the

country.

The Society adjourned to 7h o'clock, P. M.

WEDNESDAY EVENING.

The Society met according to adjournment, a very large audience being

present, and listened with the closest attention to a most able and eloquent

address, relating to the question of Kansas ir. part, but having a far more

comprehensive reach, from Kev. Theodore Parker, of Boston, continued

until 10 o'clock," when the Society adjourned to Thursday, 10 o'clock, A. M.
This speech of Mr. Parker's also was published in The Standard of

May 24th.

THURSDAY.

The Society met at 10 o'clock, A. M., at the City Assembly Rooms. The
President in the chair.

Mr. Garrison desired to call attention to the gross misrepresentations of

our meetings that had appeared in one or more of the papers. H<? said there

were men who made it their business to come to our meetings and take ad-

vantage of our proffered kindness, in providing tables and other accommoda-

tions for reporters of the press, to caricature our proceedings. Such men

9
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were not gentlemen, but blackguards. The New York Herald, was an illus-

tration of the blackguardism to which, he referred, but nothing better could

be expected from that paper with its present proprietorship and manage-

ment.

S. May, Jr. thought the papers that had given unfair reports should be

designated ; for while the Herald and Sun have grossly misrepresented our

proceedings, the New York Daily Times had given a very fair report.

Charters Lenox Remond referred to the disgraceful language of the New
York Sun, and denounced its editor as a Slaveholder and a villain at heart.

Mv. Garrison, on behalf of the Business Committee, presented the folloAV-

ing Resolutions :
—

9. Resolved, That the strength and success of Slavery lie not in its prin-
ciples— for it is most unprincipled ; nor in its resources— for they are few
and poor ; nor in its fruits— for they are frightfully impoverishing, profli-

gate, and tyrannical ; nor in the number of actual Slaveholders— for it is

utterly insignificant ; but they are found solely in Northern selfishness and
corruption ; comjlexional hatred, political and religious affiliation, and con-
stitutional co-operation ; hence the work of emancipation lies north of Mason
and Dixon's line— at our own doors.

10. Resolved, That so long , as Slaveholding is regarded at the North as

compatible with a Christian profession ; so long as abolitionism is branded as

an " infidel" movement ; so long as the Bible continues to be interpreted on
the side of Slavery, and yet accepted as the inspired -\,ord of God; so long-

as church fellowship and denominational unity exist between the Episcopa-
lians, Presbyterians, Congregationalism, Daptists, and Methodists of the
North and South, just so long will the Slave Power succeed in lengthening
its cords and strengthening its stakes, and accomplishing all its purposes,
however desperate and diabolical.

11. Resolved, That (making all due allowance for exceptional cases) the
American Church continues to be " the bulwark of American Slavery," and,
therefore, impure in heart, hypocritical in profession, dishonest in practice,

brutal in spirit, merciless in purpose— " a cage of unclean birds, and the
synagogue of Satan."

12. Resolved, That the " American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions," in giving its sanction to the horrible act of making man the prop-
erty of man ; that the " American Tract Society," in refusing to publish a

single tract against Slavery, and carefully expurgating its publications of
every word that might give offence to Soiithern menstealers ; that the Amer-
ican Bible Society, in making no protest against a system and statutes

whereby it is prohibited from giving the Bible to four millions of our perish-
ing countrymen, while it honors and clothes with official power the very
men who have interposed an insurmountable barrier to the free circulation

of the Scriptures ; that the American Home Missionary Society, in being at

peace with "the sum of all villanies," and leaving its multitudinous victims
to grope their way into eternity in heathenish darkness ; that the American
Sunday School Union, in studiously refraining from exhibiting the horrors
and blasphemies of the Slave system to the millions of minds under its guid-
ance and control, are each and all convicted of the vilest hypocrisy and the
most astounding wickedness, and it is equally a sin and a shame to con-
tribute to their funds, or to give them any countenance whatever.

13. Resolved, That the managers of these powerful religious bodies are

the most despicable of all time-servero and trimmers ; that their religious

professions are the acme of brazen impudence ; and that they belong to the
class whom Jesus denounced as " whited sepulchres, vipers and serpents,
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wolves in sheep's clothing "— Pharisees and hypocrites, -who compass sea

and land to make one proselyte, who, when he is made, is two-fold more the
child of hell than themselves.

14. Resolved, That in the re-appointment of the Rev. Dr. Nehemiak
Adams, of Boston, the author of that atrocious work, " A South-Side View
of Slavery," as one of its Publishing Committee, at its annual meeting yes-
terday, in this city, and in its refusal to bestow a word of censure upon that

Committee for mutilating its publications, so as to give no offence to the
South, the American Tract Society shows itself to be incorrigibly base in

heart, and inhuman in spirit, and leaves every man henceforth who shall ex-
tend to it his aid and fellowship utterly without excuse.

S. H. Gat presented the Treasurer's Report for the past year. [See page

59.]

Mr. Gay spoke with regret of the absence of ;he Treasurer, Francis Jacic-

sox, whose presence among us we miss for the first time for twenty years.

He would take the liberty, ha added, of reading a passage from a private

letter from Mr. Jaokson, which he was sure would be heard with interest.

He says : —

" I am not now well enough to risk a journey to New York, and fear I
shall not be with you on our Anniversary day. My friends tell me that as I

have not indulged overmuch that rascally virtue called prudence, they now
insist that I must take some lessons at that.

" This, then, will be the first time I have missed the Anniversary Meeting
for the last twenty years. I shall regret this for many reasons, not t'nn least

of which would be to lose the opportunity to take the hands, and look upon
the faces of those old friends of the slaved who have stood by him in twenty
pitched battles with your pro-slavery comm unity. However, if 1" am not
theie in person, I will be in purse. Please, therefore, pledge for me two
hundred dollars, that being my usual contribution/'

Mr. Gat also stated that the Annual Report of the Executive Committee,

(which Report, we may mention, has been prepared with great care and

faithfulness by Mr. Gay liimself,) was nearly ready for publication, and soon

would be issued from the press.

Samuel May, Jr. read a brief statement of the operations of the Society

during the past year, relating to the Lecturing Agents employed, the fields

of labor occupied, the Tracts published and distributed, the colporteurs

engaged in that work, and the pressing necessity of contributions to the

Tract Treasury, now entirely exhausted.

It may be stated, said Mr. Gay, that this brjef statement which Mr. May
has read, will be incorporated in the Annual Report.

Lucuetia Mott, of Philadelphia, suggested that, as the time was short,

and the topics of interest, and particularly those of an immediate business

chaiacter, were numerous, the speakers should limit themselves as much as

they conveniently could in regard to time occupied by their remarks.

Makius R. Robinson, of Ohio, and Aahon M.- Powell, of New York,

made interesting statements of the hopeful fields for Anti-Slavery culture

which, were now to be found in Ohio, Michigan," Indiana,' "Wisconsin, and

other Western States.
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Bev. 0. B. Frothingham, of Jersey City, was then introduced to the

raeeting by the President. In a very logical profound, and eloquently-

expressed speech Mr. F. held the aitention of the audience in the closest

manner for upwards of an hour. [This speech was published in The Stand-

ard, of May 24th, and subsequently in a pamphlet.]

Mr. Quincy, after a few remarks correcting one or two not essential mis-

statements of facts, expressed the great pleasure with which he had listened

to the admirable speech which Mr. Frothinoham had delivered; and con-

cluded with moving ;— if there were no objection, as 5t was an unusual course

— that Mr. Frothingham be respectfully requested to write out the address

which he has this morning made to us, that it may be laid before a larger

audience than has this morning heard it, either by publication in The Stand-

ard, or in Borne other way, aa the Executive Committee may think advisable.

The motion was seconded, and, after some remarks from Mr. Garrison,

expressive of his admiration of Mr. Frothingham' s address, and the sadness

of heart he had felt (as he listened to it) that every minister was not equally

honest and faithful, in which case Slavery could live but a little time, was

adopted by acclamation.

Stephen S. Foster spoke of the many admirable sentiments in Mr. Froth-

ingham's address, and said he had embodied one of those sentiments, which

had been received by the audience with special approbation, in a resolution

(though not expressed in the beautiful language of the speaker) which he

desasd to offer, as follows :
—

Resolved, That the first and most important work of this Society, at the
present time, is to convince the entire community that the Anti-Slavery of

any and every political party which acknowledges allegiance and promises
support to the Federal Government is necessarily tainted and spurious, and
that the nearer its resemblance to the genuine, the more injurious is it to the
cause of Freedom, because the more likely to deceive the honest and true-

hearted.

Mr. Addington, of Buffalo, said he felt thatthe cause of Freedom was in

very great peril in our day. In illustration, he spoke of the course of the

American Tract Society in its Pro-Slavery truckling, its profound indiffer-

ence to the Tine and wrong of Slavery;, and in its recent course, of staving

off, fcr an eiitiie year, all definite and Christian action about this great and

vital matter'.

Adjourned to 3 o'clock.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

The President in the chair.

The resolutions now before the Society were, by request, again read.

Edmund Quincy, from the Committee on the Nomination of Officers, re-

ported a list of Officers for the Society during the year to come.

The report being submitted to the Society, it was unanimously accepted,

and the persons therein named duly elected as Officers. [See page 60.]
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"Mr. Gaiuiison, in behalf of the Business Committee, reported the follow-

ing additional resolution :—

15. Resolved, That, in consenting to those compromises in the Constitution

by which a Slave oligarchy wa3 allowed in Congress, the Fugitive Slave
deprived of a refuge in any part of the country, the foreign Slave Trade pro-
tected for twenty years, and the whole military power of the government
pledged to suppress a Slave insurrection, our fathers committed a grievous

sin, and trampled in the^ust their own heaven-attested Declaration of Inde-
pendence ; that, in giving their adhesion to such a compact, their descendants
are committing a still more grievous sin, in view of the growth and aims of
the Slave Power ; and, therefore, that there can be no true loyalty to Free-
dom, or unswerving fidelity to the Anti-Slavery Cause, short of the hearty
and consistent adoption of the doctrine :

,s No Union with Slaveholders, reli-

giously or politically."

C. L. Remond urged that a greater effort bv made than has ever before

been made, to carry the doctrines and principles of our Society into the great

Western country. He expressed his own readiness to aid in carrying on a

series of one hundred Anti-Slavery Conventions, and he knew at least of one

other who was ready to go forth.

Samuel May, Jr. spoke of a letter from Illinois, which had recently come to

the Executive Committee, calling urgently that a corps of Lecturing Agents

might be sent into that State during the ensuing season.

M. R. Robinson, of Ohio, rejoiced in the proposition which Mr. Remond
had made, and pledged, on behalf of the Anti-Slavery people of the West,

the fullest cooperation it was in their power to give.

Lucy Stone Blackwell appealed in a direct and earnest manner to the

audience present, for pecuniary aid to the treasury of the Society.

Rev. Samuel J. May, of Syracuse, incurred what was the exact purpose

of the Society in regard to efforts for keeping Slavery out of Kanzas, and

making it a free State, Mr. M. went on to urge that we should not forget

that it is by yradual steps that success is to be reached.
'

Samuel May, Jr. after adverting to the long and intimate connection he

had had with the friend who had just spoken, and to the many benefits

which he had deri red from that intercourse, said he thought that both duty

and a sound and just expediency utterly forbade our identifying ourselves,

for an instant, with the mere tion-extension of Slavery movement. Especially „

would he protest against our identifying ourselves, as a Society, with the

Kanzas Free State movement, so long as it stands on its present low and

compromising level. Of course, as a Society, and as individuals, we desiro

to see Kanzas a Free State, truly aud honestly such. But, what is the pre-

sent state of the Kanzas question, as the Free State men present it to us ?

Why ! They have, by a decided popular majority, adopted a vote, calling

upon the first Legislature that shall meet, to exclude all colored persons from

the State of Kanzas ! This is a measure of shameful compromise, based on

that vile prejudice against color, which we, as Abolitionists, have always

held to be the very handmaid of Slavery, and against which we have labored

and toiled so hard for so many years— and no one more faithfully than

Samuel J. May, of Syracuse, one of the oldest soldiers in this good wa?.
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Now, shall we leave this position, and go and place ourselves by the side of

those who are meanly stooping before this prejudice of color ? God forbid

!

We cannot join the present movement for Kanzas, because it is false in prin-

ciple. , That is sufficient reason why we should take no part in it. Mr. May
said that his sympathies had been roused fur Kanzas ; he had given money
for the purchase of rifles for emigrants to Kanzas, and had induced others to

give ; but did so wholly from feelings of sympathy in their, personal danger.

He would not, however, for that reason be identified'with their proscription

of the colored man. It is a clear question of Duty and of Right. But even

on the ground of policy— of a wise policy— he was equally convinced that

we can help the cause of true and ultimate freedom in Kanzas unspeakably

better by uttering God's entire truth with regard to the doings of the people

there, Free State men included, (and not forgetting the Platform of the

Republican party,) than we possibly can if one and all of us should take up
the cry of Non-Extension— one thing at a time —- availability, &c, Sec. Let

it be our part, guided by Eternal Truth, to create an Anti-Slavery atmos-

phere in all the Northern States, all around Kanzas, and in it, too, so ptire

and true, that Slavery's hateful form shall find no hiding-place, and utterly

disappear and perish.

S, S. Foster considered it very important to decide how the Anti-Slavery

funds should be expended, as well as how they are to be raised. Should we
cooperate with the Republican party ; or should we oppose it. If it be Anti-

Slavery, then I will give it my most hearty support ; if it is Pro-Slavery,

thea I shall do all in my power to oppose it. It must be one or the other

;

it cannot be both. He believed it Pro-Slavery ; that Seward, Sumner, Ham:,

and Giddinos are hand in hand with the veriest Slaveholders in this coun-

try. He denied that these men were honest in the position they occupied,

amid all the light by which they are surrounded.

This was objected to by H. C. Howells, who arose and called Mr. Foster

to order. Mr. F. was sustained, and proceeded in a very earnest and elo-

quent manner to maintain the truth of his positions.

C. C. Burleigh came forward to reply to Mr. Foster, but gave way for

Mr. Garrison, who then read as a substitute for the resolution offore d by

Mr. Foster, this morning, the following :
—

1

Resolved, That while we fully appreciate every earnest effort made by the
Republican party to prevent the introduction of Slavery into Kanzas, our
charge against it is, that it swears to uphold and execute all the provisions of

a Pro-Slavery Constitution, by which an oligarchy of three hundred and
fifty thousand kidnappers are enabled triumphantly to hold iu hopeless bond-
age four millions of our countrymen ; that it disclaims any wish or intention

to change the Constitution in these particulars ; and, therefore, to this fearful

extent it is a Pro-Slavery party.

Mr. Burleigh resumed, showing why, in his opinion, though in a wrong

position, the Republicans were there honestly.

Abby. K. Foster said that though she had not intended to say a word, she

deemed the present a very important crisis, and saw that many were in dan-

ger of being led astray front trur. and uncompromising principles. Compro-
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mise was fatal. The Republican party is no higher than the Whig or Demo-
cratic parties eight or ten years ago. The position of the Free Soilers is most
dangerous to our cause. They are to our movement what respectable, mod-
erate drinkers are and have been to the temperance cause. "We should ever

keep our standard high, and upon our banner inscriptions of absolute truth

and justice. A very interesting discussion then followed upon Mr. Fosteb's

resolution, and that offered by Mr. Garrison as a substitute. Among those

who rook part in it were Messrs. Garrison, Foster, M. R. Robinson, S. J.

May, C. C. Burleigh, Abry Keli.ey Foster, and others.

On motion of S. H. Gay both resolutions were laid upon the table.

The resolutions reported by the Business Committee were then adopted.

The meeting then adjourned sine die.

WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON, President.

Samuel May, Jr., > . . . . „ . .

Aaron M. PowellJ AssMt Secretaries.
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OFFICERS OF AUXILIARY ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETIES
FOR 1856.

MASSACHUSETTS ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY.
[The Office of the Society is at No. 21 Ccrnhill, Boston^]

President.

Fhancis Jackson, Boston.

Vice Presidents.

Andrew Robeson, New Bedford.

Edmund Quincy, Dedham.
Adin Ballou, Milford.

Joshua T. Everett, Princeton.

Effingham L. Capron, Worcester.

Jefferson Church, Springfield.

Oliver Gardner, Nantucket.

Henry I. Bowditch, Boston.

Jonah I**enshaw, "West Brookfield.

Caroline Weston, Weymouth.
Benjamin Snow, Jr., Fitchburg.

George Miles, Westminster.

James N. Bufl'um, Lynn.

Cyrus Pierce, Newton.

John T. Hilton, Brighton.

Thomas T. Stone, Bolton.

Bourne Spooner, Plymouth.

William Ashby, Newburyport.

John Bailey, Lynn.

James Russell Lowell, Cambridge.

Richard Clap, Dorchester.

William Whiting, Concord.

Ezekiel Thatcher, Barnstable.

David P. Harmon, Haverhill.

Charles Lenox Remond, Salem.

John Clement, Townsend.

Atkinson Stanwood, Newburyport.

Lewis Ford, Abington.

Corresponding Secretary.

Samuel May, Jr., Leicester.

Recording Secretary.

Robert F. Wallcut, Boston.

Treasurer.

Samuel Philbrick, Brooklin.e.

Auditor.

Edmund Jackson, Boston.

William L. Garrison.

Maria W. Chapman.

Eliza Lee Follen.

Ednvtmd Quincy.

William I. Bowditch.

John T. Sargent.

Counsellors.

Wendell Phillips.

John Rogers.*

Amte W. Weston.

Charles Z1. Whipple.

Charles F. Hovey.

Charles E. Hodges.

* Deceased.
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PENNSYLVANIA ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY,
[The Society's Office is at No. 31 North Fifth St

,
Philadelphia,.]

* President.

James Mott, Philadelphia.

Vice Presidents.

Benjamin C. Bacon. Robert Purvis.

Coiresponding Secretary.

James Miller McKim.

Recording Secretary.

Clinton Gillingliam.

Treasurer.

Surah Pugh.

The above, with the following persons, constitute the

Executive Committee.
Lucretia Mott. Robert Purvis.

Mary Grew. Edward M< Davis.

Abby Kimber. Jacob Peirce.

Margaret J. Burleigh. K. G. Thomas.

WESTERN ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY.
[ The Society's Office is at Salem, Columbiana Co., Ohio.]

President*

Abraham Brooke..

Vice Presidents.

Benjamin Bo~/n. George Garretson.

Emily Robinson. William Watson.

W. P. Parker. Christian Donaldson.

Jacob Walton. Anson M. Clement.

Sarah Otis Ernst. Lot Holmes.

Lydia Irish. Marsena V. Miller.

Marcus F. Morse.

Corresponding Secretary.

Marius R. Robinson, Salem, Columbiana County, Ohio.

Recording Secretary.

Benjamin S. Jones.

Treasurer.

Joel McMillan.

Counsellors.

Lewis Morgan. Isaac Trescott.

Esther Harris. Josephine S. Griffing.

John Gordon. Sarah Bown.
James Barnaby.

The Anti-Slavery Bugle, the Organ of the Wesierti Anti-Slavery Society, is

published weekly at Salem, Columbiana Co., Ohio. Its Editor is Mabius R.

Robinson.
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MICHIGAN ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY.

President.

Cyh'ts Fuller, Plymouth.

Vice Presidents.

Joseph Merritt, Battle Creek. Mrs. E. Cochran, Detroit.

Maria Dey, Hickory Grove. "William Hern, Brighton, Indiana.

J. H. Parker, Rome.

Corresponding Secretary.

Thomas Chandler, Adrian.

Recording Secretary.

Jacr^ Walton, Jr., Adrian.

Treasurer.

Samuel Hayball, Adrian.

Executive Committee.

Edwin Comstock, Adrian. Richard Glasier, Jr., Ann Arbor.

Ann Hayball, " Samuel Moor*-, Ypsilanti.

W. Hopkins, Fremont, Indiana.

NEW YORK ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY.
[The Society's Office is at No. 138 Nassau St., Neio York.]

President.

Sydney H. Gay.

Vice Presidents.

Erasmus D„'Hudson. Lauren Wetmore.

Corresponding Secretary.

Oliver Johnson.

Recording Secretary.

Henrietta" W. Johnson.

Treasurer.
/

Rowland Johnsois,

Ths above, with the following, constitute the

Executive Committee.

Abby H. Gibbons. J. F. Cleveland.

William A. Hall. j J. Mortimer Hall.

Cornelius $ramhall.

The National Anti-Slavery Standard, published at No. 138 Nassau Street,

New York, is the Organ of the American Anti-Slavery Society; Sydney H.

Gay and Oliver Johnson, Editors.

Samuel May, Jr. is the Agent for the Tract Publication. Office, at No.

21 Cornhill, Boston.


